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PART I: INTRODUCTION 
1.1: Purpose 
Stochastic processes which are stationary in the wide 
sense have been the subject of intensive investigation in the 
past. The main approach has been by way of spectral analysis, 
which is in some sense equivalent to analysis of autocorrela­
tion. Empirical investigations are based on serial correlation 
and periodogram estimates. 
Comparatively little is known, however, about stochastic 
processes which are non-stationary. If non-stationarity con­
sists of a deterministic component or "trend" of known form 
added to a stochastic process stationary in the wide sense, 
then it is possible to eliminate the deterministic component 
by some suitable linear or non-linear operation on the ori­
ginal stochastic process, and the effect of such elimination 
on the residual process can be investigated. In a sample 
realization we usually estimate the trend and carry on the 
analysis of serial correlation or of the periodogram on the 
basis of the estimated residuals. 
The sampling properties of the serial correlations or the 
periodogram thus defined depend crucially on the methods of 
estimating the trend. If the trend is linear (in the unknown 
parameters) one can employ any one of three estimation pro­
cedures viz. (i) the usual least squares method ignoring the 
autocorrelation of the residual process, (ii) Durbin's method 
2 
(8), or (iii) the "full information" method of simultaneous 
estimation by non-linear techniques. It is known that under 
mild regularity conditions on the regression functions form­
ing the trend, all these three methods lead to consistent and 
asymptotically efficient estimators. However, what happens 
in small samples may be quite different. 
The purpose of this investigation is to compare the three 
estimation procedures on the basis of their performance in 
small samples. As a criterion, we have chosen to obtain 
expressions for the bias and dispersion matrices of the 
estimators to order n~^. 
When the residual process is assumed to be an autoregres-
sive scheme of a given order, it is often desirable to test 
whether the order assumed conforms to the data at hand. Two 
chi-square "goodness-of-fit" tests which are available for 
this are due to Bartlett and Diananda (1) and to Quenouille 
(14). Both tests are based on the parameters of the assumed 
scheme and the serial covariances. The second part of this 
investigation concerns the effect of using "trend-eliminated" 
estimators in the test statistics. To examine the effect of 
trend removal, we have calculated the first two moments of the 
chi-square statistics to Order k/n, where k is the number of 
degrees of freedom associated with the statistics and n is the 
sample size. 
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1.2: Model Assumptions 
Throughout, it is assumed that a sample realization con­
sists of n observations X(l), X(2), X(n) on a stochastic 
process {X(t), t=0, ±1, *2, where 
1.2.1 X(t) = m(t) + Y(t) . 
The trend component is a linear regression 
m 
1.2.2 m(t) = J 6.*.(t) y 
i=l ^ ^  
the gbeing the unknown regression parameters and the (|>^(t) 
being known functions of t. The residual process {Y(t), t=0, 
*1, *2, ...} is assumed to be a linear autoregressive process 
of order p, represented as 
1.2.3 Y(t) = f =.Y(t-i) + Z(t) . 
j=l ] 
The =j are the unknown autoregressive parameters. The stoch­
astic process {Z(t), t=0, ±1, ±2, ...} is assumed to be a pure 
white noise process (i.e. a sequence of mutually independent 
and identically distributed random variables) with 
1.2.4 EtZ(t)] = 0 and Var[Z(t)] 
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For simplicity we also assume that the absolute moments of 
Z(t) of all finite orders exist and are finite.^ Further 
assume that the roots of the characteristic equation 
1.2.5 f =0 (=n = -1) 
j=0 J " 
all lie inside the unit circle, so that equation 1.2.3 can be 
written in the alternative form 
1.2.6 , Y(t) = I g.Z(t-j) , 
j=0 ] 
r 1 2 
where g. = •••ç > the summation being over all pos-] X iS p 
P 
sible values of 3 3 subject to \ j. = j. As a result 
P i=l 1 
we have that J |g-|<". 
j=0 J 
As the autoregressive process thus defined is a station­
ary process, the•autocovariance function can be written 
It is possible (see Lomnicki and Zaremba [12]) to relax, 
somewhat, the assumptions of independence, identical distribu­
tions and existence of all moments. In so doing, however, 
little generality is gained, and much simplicity is lost. 
1.2.7 R(v) = E[Y(t)y(t+v)] = 9j9j+|v| 
and the autocorrelation function is 
1.2,8 p (v) = R(v)/R(0) , 
for integral v. 
The assumption on the roots of equation 1.2.5 clearly 
implies that I |R(v)|<«. 
v=—00 
The following assumptions, due to Grenander and Rosenblatt 
(9), characterize the regression functions. 
n « 
(i) For l<i<m, lim I ^.(t) = ». 
n-»-» t=l 
(ii) For all finite integers h and l<i<m, 
n+h « n _ 
lim { I  *f(t)} / { % *;(t)} = 1. 
n->oo t=l t=l 
(iii) For all finite integers v and l<i, j<m. 
1.2.9 lira { I 4,(t)*.(t+v)} / { I *2(t) f *?(t)}l/2 = ;,.(v) 
n-»-oo t=l ^ t=l t=l 
exists. It then follows that the matrix 
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1.2.10 M(v) = [y^j(v)] 
satisfies the condition M(-v) = M*(v). 
Our primary interest is with two major classes of func­
tions satisfying these conditions. Polynomial functions are 
valuable for use in fitting long term trend behavior, while 
trigonometric functions represent seasonal or cyclic fluctua­
tions . 
Where practical, vector notation will be used. Write 
X' = [X(l), X(2), ..., X(n)] 
$ = [*^(t)] , and l<t<n 
§' ~ 3 1 
1 2 
Y' = [Yd), Y(2), ..., Y(n)], 
where the primes indicate transposition. Then the model may 
be written as 
1.2.11 X = + Y. 
Finally the regression functions are assumed to be linearly 
independent, so that $'$ is non-singular. 
1.3: Estimation Procedures 
This section describes three methods of estimating the 
regression and autoregressive parameters. 
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The least squares method 
Computationally the least squares method provides the 
simplest approach to the estimation problem. Ignoring cor­
relation in the residuals, equation 1.2,11 is fitted by 
least squares. The resulting regression parameter estimators 
are 
1.3.1 § = 
The residuals are estimated by 
1.3.2 y = X-*B , 
and estimators of the autoregressive parameters are obtained 
from a least squares fit to 
P 
1.3.3 Y(t)- I = .Y(t-j) = Z(t). 
j=l J 
Let 1 
1.3.4 
t=l 
for integral v, and 
^See Section 2.2. 
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1.3.5 r„(v) = R„(v)/R„(0) 
n n n 
be respectively the trend eliminated autocovariance and auto­
correlation estimators. The autoregressive parameter 
estimators are the solutions of 
where = [r^(i-j)] and r^ = [r^(l), ..., r^(p)]. 
Siddiqui (15) has derived approximate expressions for the 
dispersion matrix of the estimators of the regression para­
meters when this method is used. Grenander and Rosenblatt (9) 
have shown that the estimators obtained are asymptotically 
fully efficient estimators. The pioneering work aimed at 
investigation of the small sample properties of estimators of 
the parameters of the time series model has been done by 
Lomnicki and Zaremba (12). They have derived expressions for 
the bias and dispersion matrix of the serial correlations to 
order n , when the regression functions are polynomial. 
Hannan (11) has extended the results to cover situations where 
the trend is trigonometric. He has also derived the bias in 
the periodogram to order n~ ^. 
Durbin's method 
Combining equations 1.2.1, 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 gives 
9 
1.3.7 m P m P 
X(t)- l  g.*.(t)- l  «.X(t-j)+ l  l  = .g.4.(t-j) 
i=l ^ ^  j=l ] i=l j=l ] 1 1 
= z(t). 
p+l<t<n. 
Durbin's procedure consists of treating this as a linear model 
of the form 
1.3.8 X(t)- [ «.X(t-j)- I Y-o). (t) j=l ] 1 1 
= Z(t) 
i=l 
and fitting this equation to determine the autoregressive 
parameter estimators. We can write equation 1.3.8 in matrix 
form as 
1.3.9 X = Y«+?Y+Z , 
where X' 
z* 
a 
[X(p+1), X(p+2), ..., X(n)] , 
[Z(p+1), Z(p+2), ..., Z(n)] , 
X(p) ••• X(l)' 
X(n-l) ••• X(n-p) 
[«j^(t) 1 l<i<q = m(p+l) , 
and *(i-l) ( p +l)+j+l(t) = *i(t-i)' 
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The estimators « and % satisfy the equations 
1.3.10 
V'VS + V'flY = V'X 
a'vE + O'OY = n'x 
The regression estimators can then be obtained by fitting the 
equation 
P m P 
1.3.11 {X(t)- I z x(t-i)}- I g.{*.(t)- I z.*.(t-i) 
j=l ^ i=l 1 1 j=l ] 1 
j } = Z (t). 
Durbin has shown that this procedure, which also involves only 
linear operations, yields asymptotically efficient estimators. 
The full information method 
From the full model (equation 1.3.7), the "full informa­
tion" estimators, =^ and are the solutions of 
61=61 
= 0 , i<i<p 
n 
= 0 l<i<m. 
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These equations, which can be expressed as 
n m 
I Z(t){x(t-j)- I 6i4j(t-i)} = 0 l<jlP 
t=p+l i=l ^ 1 
1.3.12 
n P 
I Z(t){*.(t)- I = .*j(t-j)} = 0 l<i<m, 
t=p+l 1 j=l ] 1 
are non-linear in the parameters and can be solved by an 
appropriate iterative scheme. 
1.4: Testing Procedures 
If the order of the autoregressive scheme is unknown, we 
write equation 1.2.3 simply as 
00 
1.4.1 Y(t) = I « Y(t-j)+Z(t) 
j=i : 
The null-isrypothesis of interest is then the assertion that 
«j = 0 for j>p, where p is some pre-assigned non-negative 
integer. An alternative hypothesis is that «j = 0 for j>p+k 
where k>l. In this context, it is customary to call the 
hypothesis "simple" if the =^ (j=l, 2, ..., p) are known or 
"composite" if they are unknown and have to be estimated. 
The Bartlett and Diananda test 
For s=l, 2, ..., k, define 
12 
P 
1.4.2 Bg = (n-s)l/2 ^ A.R^(s-j) , 
i=-p ] 
where Aj is defined by 
• U.-41. •«•"•I-
1 n-|v| 
and R (V) = (n-|v|)"-^ f Y(t)Y(t+|v|) . 
t=l 
Then under the null hypothesis 
1.4.4 Xc = I 
^ s=l ® 
is distributed asymptotically as chi-square with k degrees of 
freedom when is known and taken as unity. The null hypothe­
sis would be rejected if "too large" a value of Xg is obtained. 
Assume that the hypothesis is simple. (If it is com­
posite, Bartlett and Diananda's test is not appropriate.) The 
model can then be written as 
1.4.5 W = Yg+Z 
13 
P P 
where W(t) = - I =^X(t-j) and tf». (t) = - I (t-j) for 
j=0 J ^ i=0 J 1 
p+l<t<n. The Markov estimators for the regression parameters 
are 
1.4.6 ê = (T'Y)"lv'W , 
Chanda (5) has shown that when is known and taken to be 
unity, 
1.4.7 Bg = (Ug+Rg)n/(n-s)^/^ , 
where 
, n-s 
1.4.8 U = n"-^ I Z(t)Z(t+s) , 
® t=l 
and Rg is an end effect of order s/n. Since this situation 
affords simple estimates of the Z(t) values. 
1.4.9 Z = W-Y6 , 
the test statistic which we will consider here is 
1.4.10 Xr = I (n-p-s)U; 
s=l 
14 
where 
^ _1 
U = (n-p-s) I Z(t)Z(t+s) 
® t=p+l 
Quenouille's test 
For s>p, define 
1/2 1.4.11 = (n-s)^/^ I F.R (s-j) 
s i=0 ] * 
where the are defined by 
2p . P .2 
1.4.12 I F.g] = ( I =.%]) 
j=0 J j=0 ] 
If a2 is known and taken to be unity. 
0 P+k n 
"Q = J,, °s 
has asymptotically a chi-square distribution with k degrees 
of freedom when the null hypothesis holds true. Note that 
1.4.14 = n"l/2 ^ Z'(t)Z(t+s)+R , 
^ t=l ® 
15 
where Rg is again an end effect of order s/n, and 
P 
Z'(t) = - 2 *.Y(t+i). Thus when the hypothesis is simple but 
j=0 ] 
trend is present, we will use the test statistic 
P+k n-s , 
1.4.15 Xo = i (n-p-s)" { I Z'(t)Z(t+s)} , 
s=p+l t=p+l 
where Z is given by equation 1.4.9. 
When the hypothesis is composite, both sets of parameters 
will be estimated and the test statistic calculated will be 
that described above in equations 1.4.11 and 1.4.13 with the 
parameters replaced by their least squares estimators. 
Situations where is unknown are also discussed. The 
estimator of which we use in this case is 
P 
1.4.16 52 = I A.R (j) , 
j=-P ' 
where an appropriate modification is made according to the 
other assumptions made. 
When no trend is present, the sampling properties of 
these test statistics have been investigated by Chanda (5), 
where the approach was to calculate the first two moments of 
the statistics to order k/n. Our present work along these 
lines depends critically on that paper and is intended to be 
a direct extension of it. 
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PART II: PLAN OF INVESTIGATION 
As we pointed out, the methods of estimation described 
in Part I are all efficient for large samples. Therefore 
we have chosen to compare the methods by their "small" sample 
properties. By this we mean the biases and covariances of 
the estimators, calculated to order n . Expressions for 
these moments were obtained from valid asymptotic expansions, 
of the type described below, for each of the estimators. 
2.1; The Theory of Asymptotic Expansions 
Suppose, in general, that we have a statistic T^ which is 
a consistent estimator of the parameter 0. Then by a "valid 
asymptotic expansion" of T^, we mean the following, 
2.1.1 = 6+ j , 
3=1 
where , ..., tend respectively to random 
variables , ... such that the first and second 
multivariate moments of the ^ , l<j<r, exist and are finite 
for all n including n-»-~. The remainder term S^^ is a random 
variable satisfying E[S^^] = o(n and E[S^] = o(n . 
Then we can obtain to order n , 
2.1.2 E[T -8] = I + o(n"^/^) 
^ j=l ^ 
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2.1.3 E[T -8]2 = I E[W + o(n"^/^) , 
n i,j=l ^ " 
If V = ^ nP^^VJ , the second expression holds because 
nr ^ 
E(T^-6I2 = E[Vnr+Snr]2 = E[V„2] + 2E[V^^S^^1 + E[S^], 
where E[S^^] = o(n and 
^'Wnr' - {E^'^^ISnrll Ï } = o{n''"'^) . 
It is understood that in equations 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 we retain 
only those terms of order or larger. 
Some authors have investigated such expansions and pre­
sented conditions under which the expansions are valid. The 
form of the expansions are Taylor expansions about the true 
parametric values. The conditions to be met involve basically 
three questions; (i) the existence and continuity of the 
functional form of the estimators in a neighborhood of the 
true parametric value, (ii) boundedness of the estimator, and 
(iii) the existence of finite moments up to some specified 
order of the random variables involved. We state four 
theorems of this nature which are useful in the investigation. 
Theorem 2.1 (Cramer (6), p. 353) 
Let m^ and m^ be any two sample central moments, and let 
H(m^, m^) be a function, not containing n explicitly, which 
satisfies 
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(i) In some neighborhood of the point 
H is continuous and has continuous derivatives of the first 
and second order with respect to both arguments; and 
(ii) For all possible samples, we have |H|<CnP, where 
C and p are non-negative constants. 
Denoting by and the values assumed by the 
function H(m^, m^) and its first order partial derivatives in 
the point m^ = m^ = the mean and variance of the 
random variable H(m^, m^) are given by 
2.1.4 E(H) = Hq + 0(n"^) , 
2.1.5 Var(H) = H^Var(m^)+2Hj^H2Cov(m^)+H2Var(m^)+0(n"^/^) . 
Cramer points out that this theorem can be readily extended 
to more than two arguments, including the sample mean. 
Theorem 2.2 (Lomnicki and Zaremba [12]) 
Let H(Y^, Yg, ..., Y^) and G(Y^, Y^, ..., Y^) be any two 
functions which vanish at the origin and have continuous 
partial derivatives of the first and second orders in a neigh­
borhood of the origin. Let ^2 be any 
random variables satisfying 
(i) lim nE(y.= c. (l<i<m) 
n-K» 
(ii) lim nCov(y,(^)) = c.. {l<i,j<m) 
n^oo J J 
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(iii) E[y^^"^-E(y. = 0(n"^,) (l<i<m) , 
where c. and c.. are constants independent of n. Further 1 Ij 
assume that H and G are bounded uniformly with respect to n. 
Then 
2.1.6 lim nEEHfy^t*), ..., 
n-»-» 
y M_ _ + 1/9 T 
Jl ^ i,j=l 
2.1.7 lim nCov[H(y.(*), ..., G(y.(*), ..., 
n-*-" 
V 3H 3G ^ 2  : r r :  C .  
i,5=i 'ïi 'yj ^3 ' 
where the partiels are evaluated at the origin. 
Theorem 2.3 (Chanda [4]) 
Let {X^} be a sequence of random variables and {f(X^)} be 
another sequence such that 
(i) |f(Xj^)|<Mn® for all n and for some real positive 
numbers M and s; 
(ii) E(X^-ii)^ exist and are of order n for all 
r<2tq, where p is a finite real number and t,q are fixed and 
finite positive integers with q-2s>l. Write m = q-2s-l. 
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(iii) f (x) exists and is continuous at x = p. Then 
we can write 
in • / ' \ 
2.1.8 f{X ) = f(ji) + I (s]/i!)fl]'(p) + Rn , 
j=l * 
where = X^-w and E ^ = Oin"^^^) . 
Theorem 2.4 (Chanda [4]) 
Let {x^}, {Y^} be two sequences of random variables 
satisfying the following properties 
(i) E(X_^) exists and is bounded for all r<4t and all n 
n — 
where t is a fixed and finite positive integer; 
(ii) |x^/y^|<Mn® for all n and some finite positive 
numbers M and s; and 
(iii) E(Y^-v)^ exist and are of order for all 
r<4tq where v is a finite real number and q is a fixed and 
finite positive integer with q-2s>l. Write m = q-2s-l. 
Then we can write 
2.1.9 = <X„/v) (-l)3(n„/v)3 + , 
where # and E | | ^ = 0(n . 
21 
Problems concerning the existence of moments have not 
been a major factor in this investigation, due to the assump­
tions made. As the estimating equations in each situation are 
either linear or polynomial functions of the observations or 
ratios which are bounded in the neighborhood of parametric 
values, the problems of differentiability are also of minor 
importance. 
2.2: Boundedness Conditions 
Problems relating to boundedness are crucial in this 
investigation. In the simple case where no trend is present, 
consider the least squares estimation of •••' "p in 
P 
2.2.1 Y(t) - I «.Y(t-j) = Z(t) , p+l<t<n . 
j=i 3 
Direct application of least squares gives the estimating 
equations 
2.2.2 J I I Y(t-j)Y(t-k)} = i I Y(t)Y(t+k), 
* j=l J t=p+l ^ t=p+l 
l<k<p . 
The matrix of coefficients on the left hand side of 2.2.2 is 
of the form V*V, and hence is non-negative definite. But the 
determinant of the matrix may be arbitrarily small with 
22 
positive (but small) probability. Therefore some adjustment 
will have to be made to insure against the possibility of an 
unbounded solution. 
The first step in this direction consists of making 
slight alterations in the form of the estimating equations. 
Observing that the coefficients on the left hand side and the 
expressions on the right hand side of equation 2.2.2 are auto­
correlation estimators, we use in their stead the estimator 
of R(i-j) defined by 
,  n - | i - i |  
2.2.3 i I Y{t)Y(t+|i-j|) 
" t=l 
Then normalize the system by dividing both sides of equation 
•J n p 
2.2.2 by — ^ Y (t) , the estimator of R(0). Then the system 
^ t=l 
has the form 
2 - 2 . 4  9 n :  =  ? n  '  
where Q„ = [r. (i-j)] and r' = [r (1), ..., r (p)] consist of 
- n n - n II n 
elements in the form of serial correlations. 
n-|v| n _ 
2.2.5 r^(v) = { I Y(t)Y(t+|v|) }/{ I Y^(t)} 
t=l t=l 
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The rationale of this procedure will be established below 
where it is shown that this method leads to bounded solutions 
for all finite n.^ 
Lemma 2.1 (Chanda [3]) 
If Y(l), Y(2),•••,Y(n) is any set of real numbers, and 
r^(v) is defined as in equation 2.2.5 for v=0, ±1,'"', ±n-l, 
then 
2.2.6 |r^(v)1<1 . 
Lemma 2.2 
Let Y(l), Y(2),''', Y(n) be any set of real numbers such 
that at least one Y(t), l<t<n, is non-zero. Let r^(v) be 
defined as in equation 2.2.5 and as in 2.2.4 (l<i,j<p<n). 
Then is positive definite. Proof; Let 
any real numbers and consider the quadratic form 
2.2.7 = T ^ 
s=0 i-]=s •' 
n ^ , n+p P 
= { I Y^ft)}-! I { I X.Y(t-j)}' 
t=l t=2 j=l ] 
This is not, of course, an original notion. However, 
to our best knowledge, the proof of the boundedness has not 
appeared in the literature. 
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where Y(t) = 0 for t<l or t>n. Assume for simplicity that 
n ~ 
I Y^(t) = 1 and Y(l) ^ 0. Then 
t=l 
2.2.8 = {Xj^Yd)}^ + {AiY(2) + 
+ {X^Y(p)+...+XpY{l)}2+{XiY(p+l)+...+XpY(2)}%+... 
+ {XJ^Y(n) +• • • +XpY(n-p+1)}Z+jXgY(n) +• • • fX^Y(n-p)}• • 
+ {Xp_^Y(n)+XpY(n-l)}2+{XpY(n)}2 . 
Since this is a sum of squares, we have that X'Q^X>0 . Suppose 
equality holds. Then each term on the right hand side of 
equation 2.2.9 must be zero. Since Y(l) is non-zero, the first 
term implies that X^ = 0. Then the second term implies that 
Xg = 0. Consideration of the terms in succession is seen to 
imply then that X^ = Xg = ••• = X^ = 0. Note that if Y(l) = 0, 
but Y(2) ^ 0, then the same argument is valid when started 
from the second term. And the same consideration holds when 
Y(l) = Y(2) = ••• Y(r) = 0 , but Y(r+1) ^ 0 , in which case 
the argument proceeds from the r— term (l<r<p) . Hence the 
lemma is proved. 
25 
Theorem 2.5 
Given the system of equations in equation 2.2.4 for the 
non-trivial cases, define = I and r_ = 0 if Y(l) = Y(2) = 
" ii - - n -
••• = Y(n) = 0. Then the equations have an unique and bounded 
solution 
2.2.9 « = Q"^r 
- - n - n 
for all finite n. 
Proof: That the solution exists and is unique follows 
from Lemma 2.2. Also there exists an such that the 
determinant of the coefficient matrix satisfies 
2.2.10 Q„ >e„>0 . 
'~n'— n 
The cofactors of the matrix of coefficients are uniformly 
bounded, being finite sums of products of serial correlations, 
This and the boundedness of the elements on the right hand 
side of 2.2.4 follow from Lemma 2.1. Since the latter bounds 
are uniform in n, it follows that 
2.2.11 l"h'-^^n^ ' (llh<p) 
where M is a finite positive constant independent of n. Thus 
the proof is complete. 
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The question now arises whether the bound in equation 
2.2.11 is adequate to insure that an expansion in the form of 
Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, or 2.4 will exist. Unfortunately the 
answer is negative. 
Reference to the above theorems indicates the type of 
bound needed is |=^J<CnP , for some finite positive numbers 
p and C. Though we have not been able to prove the general 
case, our conjecture is that the bound in equation 
2.2.11 in fact, of this type. In the case p = 2, for 
instance, we have 
2.2.12 !9nl 1 r„(l) 
r„(l) 1 
In Chanda's (3) paper, it is shown that | r^ (1) | <cos , so 
that IQ, 
n ' 
Therefore 
2.2.13 |-^|<M{sin"^(j^) }<Cn (h=l,2) 
2.3; The Truncation Method 
As we have not been able to show the bounds in equation 
2.2.11 are appropriate, the problem of achieving appropriate 
boundedness conditions has been circumvented by using a trunca­
tion scheme. By this method, we set an upper bound on the 
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solutions which can be obtained. In the situation we have 
here, this is equivalent to setting a lower bound on the 
determinant of the coefficient matrix, since all other factors 
contributing to solutions are well behaved. 
Thus let 
2-3.1 |Q„| = |Q„I , if l9„l ; Cn-' 
= , if 19^I < Cn-' , 
where C and 6 are finite positive numbers to be chosen at our 
discretion. Using this truncation scheme, we obviously have 
2 . 3 . 2  l « j ^ | < M C " ^ n ' ^  ,  
so that suitable expansions can be derived from the foregoing 
theorems. In the next chapter, when more tools are available 
to us, it is shown that a suitable choice of ô and C can be 
obtained which will insure that the truncation scheme will not 
effect the sampling properties of the estimators to the order 
we desire. 
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PART III: SAMPLING PROPERTIES OF THE ESTIMATORS 
In this chapter, asymptotic expansions of the estimators 
are derived, and their validity is established. In the final 
sections, the results are presented and some special cases are 
noted. The reader will observe that the derivation of the 
results from the expansions has been omitted. These calcula­
tions, though they are straightforward, involve a cumbersome 
amount of algebraic detail. I have retained these details on 
file, and will make them available to anyone desiring to fol­
low them through. 
3.1: Bounds for the Moments of Serial Correlations 
As some expansions we derive are functions of the serial 
correlations, bounds for their higher order moments, which are 
presented here, are necessary for bounding remainder terms in 
the expansions. 
Theorem 3.1 
Let 
n n-v 
6R. (v) = n"^/ I {Y(t)Y(t+v)-R(v)} 
t=l 
for V = 0,1,...,s<n. The assumptions of section 1.2 hold. 
Then for any fixed, finite, and positive integer k, we have 
3.1.1 E[5R^(v)]2k = 0(1) , 
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where M is a generic symbol for a positive constant not depend­
ent on n. 
Proof: We have 
3.1.2 n^/^ÔR^(v) 
n-v " I 1 z (t-i) Z (t+v-j)-E[Z (t-i) Z (t+v-j) ] } t=l i,i=0  ^ J 
» n-v-a I 9494 Ï {Z(t)Z(t+V+i-j)-E[Z(t)Z(t+V+i-j)]} i,j=0  ^ J t=l-i 
n 00 
I I 9j94{z(t)Z(t+v+i-j)-E[Z(t)Z(t+v+i-j)]} + S 
t=l i,j=0 ^ ] 
Ignoring for the moment. 
3.1.3 n^/^6R^(v) 
n «> 
= 11 T {z(t)Z(t+v+w)-E[Z(t)Z(t+v+w)]} 
t=l W=-" 
I Ï T {z{t)Z(t+w)-E[Z(t)Z(t+w)]} t=l w=-« 
I T.M(t,0) + I Z Tw_v«(t,W) , 
t=l t=l w^O 
= 
-V -V ' 
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where t = ^ and W(t,w) = Z (t) Z (t+w)-E [Z (t) Z (t+w) ] 
V j_ Q  X ]i-v 
The sequence {w(t,0),t=0,±l,...} is therefore a pure 
white noise process with mean zero and such that all finite 
moments exist and are bounded. 
3.1.4 E[ I W(t,0)]2k < Mn^ , 
t—1 
by Lemma A.2 in Appendix A to this chapter. To apply the 
lemma, take g(t) =1 for all t and w\ = 0 for each i. 
E [ T^2)]2k 
3.1.5 
L L. "w\-v' ' 'Tw_ -V B[0n(Wi)' ' 'Un(w2k)] ,  
w^fO WgkfO "1 " "2k 
n 
where U (w.) = % Z{t)Z(t+w.) . Therefore by Lemma A.l in 
* 1 t=l 1 
Appendix A, we have 
3.1.6 < Mn''[ % • 
WT^O 
But from Lemma A.3, 
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so we have 
3.1.7 < Mn^ 
From equation 3.1.2, write 
3.1.8 = T^3) . Tj4) _ 
where 
{Z(t-i)Z(t+v-j)-E[z(t-i)Z(t+v-j)]} 
T(4) = " 
V _  _.i+i 
w I I  
Ï 9i9i I i,j=0 t=n-v-  
{Z(t-l)Z(t+V-j)-E[Z(t-i)Z(t+V-j)]} 
Since all moments of the {z(t)} are finite, we have 
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3.1.10 E[T(3)]2k < M ^ I 
il'''''i2k=0 il'''''i2k=0 
2kr T , 2k 
^l*"^2kl^i '"'Si '"'94 I = M[ I l9i|] [ I ilSil] < ~ 
 ^ 1^ 2^k 1^ 2^k i=0 ] i=0 1 
Also 
3.1.11 E[Tj4)]2k < M % 
I (v+i,)--*(v+i2, )g. '"'9. | I 
1 2k ii,...,j2k=0 
Ig. ...g. I = M[ % Ig^ll^^E I |(v+i)g,|]2k < » 
Jl J2k j=0 ] i=0 1 
Both results follow from Lemma 3.3. 
Therefore from equations 3.1.4, 3.1.7, 3.1.10, and 
3.1.11, we have 
3.1.12 E[6R^(v)]2k 
= n"kE[T^l)+Tj2)+Tj3)-Tj4)]2k < % E[T^^^]2^ = 0(1) 
i—1 
Thus the theorem is proved. 
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From equations 1.3.2 and 1.3.4 the trend eliminated auto 
covariance estimator for the least squares procedure is 
3.1.13 R^(v) 
m n 
{Y(t) - I a. .ir.(t) I ir.(u)Y(u)} • 
i,i=l ^ U=1 ] 
m n 
{Y(t+|v|) - I a. .77. (t+|v| ) I ir.(u)Y(u)} , 
i,i=l ^ u=l ] 
where a^- is the (i,j)— element of the inverse of the 
matrix (n'n). 
Theorem 3.2 
Let 
3.1.14 6R^(v) = nl/2[R^(v) - R(v)] , v=0,l,...,s<n. 
Then for any fixed, finite, and positive integer k, 
3.1.15 E[aR^(v)]2k = 0(1). 
t=l 
Proof; We have 
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3.1.16 6BL(v) = 6B. (v)-n"^/^vR(v)-n"^/^ I a. .d . (v)d . (0) 
if j=l 
f bli'vld ,(0)d .(0), 
i,j=l i,j=l 
= 6Rn(v)-n"l/2vR(v)-n"l/2T^l)_n-l/2T^2)+^-l/2pj3) ^ gay, where 
n-v n-v 
3.1.17 d . (v) = I %.(t+v)Y(t) and e . (v) = I Tr.(t)Y(t+v) 
t=l ^ t=l 1 
have the same order of moments, and where 
m n-v 
3.1.18 b..(v) = I a. a . % tt (t)Tr (t+v) 
r,s=l t=l ^ ® 
The Grenander and Rosenblatt conditions on the regression 
functions imply that a^^ and b^j(v) are uniformly bounded with 
respect to n. For the polynomial and trigonometric regression 
functions, we also have 
3.1.19 lir.(t)l = |*.(t) / { I *i(t)}l/2| < Mn'l/Z . 
^ ^ t=l 1 
Now write 
00 n—V 
.1.20 d .(v) = I g. I TT. (t+v)z(t-j) = I  g.V (]) , 
j=0 ] t=l i=o J 
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where (j) is of the form in Lemma A.2 of Appendix A, with 
g(t) = Tr^(t+v). Therefore 
3.1.21 E[d^ i(v)]2k 
= I 9I '"'GU {GN + G» + • • • + G, } 
dl,---,32^=0 "2k 
Each member of (where the G^ are defined in equation A.6) 
involves the product of 2k normalized regression functions. 
From equation 3.1.19 and Lemma A.2, we then have 
3.1.22 |G^ + Gg + ••• + G^l < Mn^jmax n^(t)|2k < m. 
2k As { % Ig^l} < ~ f this gives 
j=0 ] 
3.1.23 E[d^^(v)]^^ < M. 
Thus 
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3.1.24 E[Zaiidni(v)anj(0)|2k 
< LA ...A . El/2[a (V )]2 El/4[a (0)] 
^1^1 2]c^2k 1 Jl 
1/24% 2^% [d . (0)]^ < M 
Similarly and are uniformly bounded. Thus 
it follows from Theorem 3.1 and from the above that 
o v  
3.1.25 E[6B^(v)] 
3 
< M{E[6R^(V) ]^^+n"^[vR(v)]^^+n"^ I  E[Tji)]2k} = o(l) , 
1—1 
as desired. 
Corollary 3.1 
If r^(v) = R^(v)/R^(0) , where R^(v) is defined as in 
Theorem 3.1, let 
3.1.26 6r^(v) = n^/^[r^.(v)-p (V)] 
Then for any fixed, finite and positive integer k. 
3.1.27 E[6r^(v)]2k = 0(1) 
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Proof: According to Lemma 2 . 1 ,  we have 
3.1.28 |5r^(v)|2k < = Mn^ 
Write 
3.1.29 5r^(v) = n^/^{R^(v)-p (v)R^(O) }/R^(0) 
R (O)-R(O) 
= {6R^(v)-p(v)6R^(0)}/R(0){l + 2(0) } 
Therefore 
3.1.30 {5r^(v)}2k = {6R^(v)-p (v) 6R^(0) 
R_(0)-R(0) 
+ -TTÔ) r = X^/Y^ , say. 
Following Theorem 2.4, we have 
3.1.31 E(X^)f = E{gR^(vy-p(v)6R^(0)}2r%/{R(0)}2rk 
< M{E[6R^(v)]2rk + p(v)2rkE[5R^(0)]2^k} < M, 
for r<4t, where t can be any finite integer. Therefore 
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3.1.32 E[Y^-1]^^ 
= E{[l+n"l/2a-l(o)gB^(o)]2k _ i|2r 
E{ I (2k)R"i(0)n"i/2gpi(0)|2r 
j=l J " 
2k I R"9(0)n"9/2E[6R (0)]9 , 
2r 
where q = ^ j^>2r. Therefore Theorem 3.1 implies 
3.1.33 E[Y -l]2r < M % C n"9/2E[6R (0)]9 < , 
^ " q=2r 9 
for r < 4(2k+l)t . Select t=l and q=2k+l. Then m = q-2k-l 
= 0. Theorem 2.4 then implies we can write 
3.1.34 V^n = %n + Kn ' 
where E|R^| = 0(n . 
Therefore from equations 3.1.34 and 3.1.31, the proof is 
established. 
Corollary 3.2 
If r^(v) = R^(v)/R^(0), where R^(v) is defined as in 
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Theorem 3.2, let 
3.1.31 6rn(v) [r^(v)-p (v) ] 
Then for any fixed, finite, and positive integer k 
3.1.32 E[ôr^(v)] 2k 0(1) 
The proof follows from Theorem 3.2 in identically the 
same form as the proof of Corollary 3.1. 
With these bounds established, we now proceed to estab­
lish the actual expansions for the various estimators. 
3.2: Expansion of the Least Squares Estimators 
The estimating equations for the autoregressive para­
meters are equations 1.3.6. According to Theorem 2.5, there 
exist unique, bounded solutions 
3.2.1 oc 
Because the bounds on the solutions are not uniform, we must 
use the truncation scheme of section 2.3. If A = [A^j] 
denotes the adjoint matrix of Q^, define 
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— ô 
^'Fn-§n;>/l§nl ' " lèn' i 
3.2.2 à - a = 
n^A(r -0 =)/C , if |Q j < Cn~^ 
- ~n ~n~ '-n' 
where C and 6 are positive numbers. Then 
3.2.3 |=h-=hl 1 Mn^ 
for ail n and h=l,*'«,p. 
Let be a random variable such that 
If if IQJJI < Cn~^ 
3.2.4 = 
0, if iQnl : Cn-4 
Then 
3.2.5 = E{[C"Vaj^]^I^ + [ | f^aj^] (l-I^)} , 
where 
3-2-* = -.Z. J .  'hZn(i-i) 
]—X 1—u 
= X Jo 
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P 
since J (j-i) = 0 for j>0, 
i=0 
Now 
3.2.7 IQ n ' P|ll+P~^(Ô -P) - ^ -»n 
|p|{i + I 
j=i (il, .i,, ' 
where . is the indentity matrix with the columns 
-Xl-.-Xj 
-1 ~ i^,''',ij replaced by the corresponding columns of P (Q^-P). 
The second summation extends over all possible ways of choos­
ing (i,,''',i.) from (l,2/**-,p). Therefore 
-L J 
3.2.8 Pr{lç = 1} = PrflQ^I < Cn"^} 
= I IlTpî... I < -(1-Kn"°)} 
j=l ~^1 
— 6. 
< Pr{ 
P 
> 1-Kn"^} 
1 E( Z ZlTp'-.-i ||29/(l-Kn-')29 
j=l 1 j 
by Tchebychev's inquality. The determinant of T^]^^ ^ 
involves a finite sum of terms, each of which involves a 
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constant independent of n multiplying the product of exactly 
j elements of the matrix (6 -P). These elements are 
~ i l  — 
[r^^i-j)-p(i-i)]. Thus 
3.2.9 E{[|Tpî_. < Mn-9i , 
so that from equation 3.2.8 we have 
3.2.10 Pr{l^=l} < Mn"9(i_Kn"^)"2q < jvin"^ , 
q being an arbitrarily chosen positive integer. From equation 
3.2.6 and the fact that the cofactors are uniformly bounded, 
we have E[a^]^^ < Mn Therefore 
3.2.11 
<  M N=^(«-V2)-q/2 
Therefore if 6<1/2 and q>2 are chosen, we have for any r>l 
that this term is o(n ^ ). 
Define 
3.2.12 D = (Q -P)P"^ . 
-n -n - -
The expansion of the estimators is based on 
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3.2.13 Q"^ = P~^(I+D„)~^ = P"^(I-D„+H ) , 
-21 "" -n ^ ""n -n 
where 
3.2.14 H = (I+Ci )"1-I+D^ = (I+D^)"V = PQ^V 
Thus from equation 3.2.1, we have that if |Q^| > Cn~^ 
3.2.15 « = o: + P"^(r„-Q œ)-p"^(Q^-P)p"^(r„-Q «) 
— — "» ii —il"» — — il «• — — Il — il — 
+ 9;^ç^ïn-9„;> 
p 
Since l Œ.p(j-i) = 0 for j>0, we can write the j— element 
i=0 ^ 
of (r -Q =) as 
- n ~ n~ 
P p 
3.2.16 - I =jr (j-i) = -n"l/2 j « 6r (j-i) . 
i=0 ^ ^  i=0 1 * 
The (i,i)— element of (Q^^-P) is 
3.2.17 r^(i-j)-p(i-j) = n"^/^6r^(i-j) 
Therefore, let [p^^] = P and let 
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P , . P 
3.2.18 = -I I «.6r (i-j) 
i=l j=0 J ^ 
P p 
3.2.19 = I I « 6r (i-j)ôr (k-q) 
" i,j,k=l q=0 9 % " 
3.2.20 = n-V2|çJ-l _ J P 
. . J , i,],k,u,v=l 
P - - , 
I « 6r (i-j)6r (k-u)6r (v-q) 
q=0 ^ " " " 
Then 
3.2.21 «, = «, + n"l/2w(l) + + S , , 
h h h h nh 
when Iq^I > Cn"^. Letting , 
3.2.22 E{(ycCj^)^(1-I^)} 
1—X 
Note that |v^| < Mn , so that 
3.2.23 E{V^(1-I^)} = E{vJ} -EfV^Iç,} 
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where e{v5i } < Mn"^/^Pr{l =1} < Mn ^ = o(n~^). Also h"C 
3.2.24 (1-1^)1 < Mn-l/2(f-i'E{sih(l-Ic)}. 
But 
3.2.25 E{sJj^(l-I^)} 
,-i i(6-3/2)„rY, ^jk^uvv 
< C p J°:g6r^(i-j) ôr^(k-u) 6r^(v-g) (l-I^)} 
< Mn^(*"3/2)gl/2 (I_I^)EV4 (v) ] ^Eil/S (v) ] (v) ] 
< Mni(*-3/2) 
Since i>l and 6<1/2, we have that the second term in equation 
3.2.22 is o(n"^). 
Therefore a valid asymptotic expansion for the least 
squares estimators is given by equation 3.2.21. Any terms 
involving the remainder term contribute o(n to the 
first two moments of the estimators and hence can be ignored. 
3.3: Durbin's Estimators 
It is shown here that the Durbin estimators of the autore-
gressive parameters can be expanded in a form similar to 
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equation 3.1.14. The analysis proceeds from"the estimating 
equations 
-1.3.10 v'y« + y'gY = y'x 
o'v= + O'Oy = n'x 
The fact that 0'n cannot be assumed to be non-singular 
is a slight nuisance. Durbin recommends that non-singularity 
be achieved by selecting from the set of vectors 
f42(t),''',*^(t),4i (t-1) , , • • • ,<f)^(t-p) , • • • ,^^(t-p) 
a set of r linearly independent vectors for the set {w^(t)}. 
We have not followed this practice, as use of the full set 
does not affect the results. The bias and covariances depend 
on the rank of g and the form of the regression functions, but 
not on the choice of some linearly independent set. The 
presence of lagged regressions does introduce a serious prob­
lem which is discussed below. The problem arises, however, 
regardless of the procedure used. 
Our method of handling the non-singularity is to consider 
any solution for y of the second set of equations in 1.3.10. 
They are expressible as 
3.3.1 Y = (g'0)*0'(%^V=) , 
where (Ç'fi)* is any conditional inverse of (g'g) satisfying 
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3.3.2 (n'o) (o'o)*(o'n) (O'O) 
Substitute equation 3.3.1 into the first set of equations 
1.3.10. The resultant system of equations for the autoregres-
sive parameter estimators is 
is the symmetric and idempotent matrix projection operator on 
the space orthogonal to the column space of n. Noting that G 
is unique for all choices of conditional inverse, we have 
chosen to use the generalized inverse of (g'O), which satis­
fies, in addition to equation 3.3.2, the relation 
3.3.5 (n'n)*(n'n)(n'o)* = (o'n)* . 
Then (O'O)* has the added advantages of being unique and 
symmetric. 
Due to the idempotency and symmetry of G, we can write 
equation 3.3.3 as 
3.3.6 y'Y« = y'x 
3.3.3 V'GVœ = V'GX 
where 
3.3.4 G = 1-0(0'n)*o' 
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where 
3.3.7 X = GX = G($B+Y) = GY , 
and 
V = GV = G X(p) X(l) 
_X (n-1) • • 'X(n-p) 
= G Y(p) Yd) 
_Y (n-1) • • •Y(n-p)_ 
As in the least squares method, we normalize the 
. th 
regression functions. Let A be the diagonal matrix with i 
2,^,11/2 ^ Lgt n = OA "1 . Then 
according to the Grenander and Rosenblatt conditions. 
diagonal element { I w.(t)} 
t=p+l 1 
3.3.8 |ûij(v)| 
n 
lim ^ IT. (t) IT. (t+v) I < » 
n+« t=p+l J 
Also (n'n) = s (0)-> M(0) , as n+m, such that |M(0) I < K , 
where K is a finite positive constant. The elements of the 
coefficient matrix on the left hand side of equation 3.3.6 are 
then of the form 
3.3.9 
n 
I Y(t-i)Y(t-i) 
t=p+l 
dlirjlP) f 
where the estimated residuals are 
q n 
3.3.10 Y(t-k) = Y(t-k)- I a,.ÎF.(t) T û.(u)Y(u-k) 
i,j=l ^ u=p+l ] 
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The constants a^j are the elements of the generalized inverse 
-* (0)f while g = m(p+l) is the order of the matrix. Similarly 
the vector on the right hand side of equation 3.3.6 consists 
of elements 
n 
3.3.11 I Y(t)Y(t-j) (l<i<p) 
t=p+l 
According to section 2 . 2 ,  we redefine the system as 
follows. Let 
3.3.12 R^(v) 
, n-lv| 
= n"^ I Y(t)Y(t+|v|) , 
t=l 
r^fv) = R^(v)/R^(0) , 
F ' n  =  [ r ^ ( l ) f  
?n ^ [%%(!-])] dli/jlP) 
The estimating equations are then 
9n: = fn 
At this point we digress to discussion of the problem 
mentioned previously. We want to apply the results of 
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Theorem 2.2 and the corresponding corollary to the Durbin 
serial covariances and correlations. In order to do so, 
however, we must first show that the elements (a^j) of the 
matrix M*(0) are uniformly bounded with respect to n. This 
cannot be done. 
Consider the simple example of a polynomial trend m(t)=3t 
with Markov residuals. Then w^ft) = t and Wgft) = t-1 are 
linearly independent functions; so for any finite n, (0) is 
non-singular. However, it is easily shown that 
3.3.14 5 (0) = 
~ n 
2 in which case a^^j = 0 (n ). 
In the general case, the difficulty is explained as 
follows. Given any set of functions {oj^^ (t) | i=l,2, • • • ,q}, 
the rank of M^(0) is simply the number of linearly independent 
functions in the set (r, say). This is true for any n. Thus 
3.3.15 lim M (0) = M(0) 
n+. 
lim rank (0)} = r. 
n->co 
But it is not necessarily true that r = rank {M(0)}. 
l-kn"2+. 
l-kn"2+. 
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Therefore computation of a generalized inverse on the basis 
of rank {(0)} = r will not result in generalized inverse 
elements which are bounded for all n. In fact, some examples 
have been investigated where the elements are of rather large 
orders of n. 
The curious thing about the simple example above is that 
a simple extension to m(t) = g^+g^t completely remedies the 
problem. For then (o^(t) = w^ft) = 1 for all t, while Wgft) = t 
and Wgft) = t-1. The number of linearly independent functions 
is 2, which is, in fact, the rank of the matrix in the limit. 
Extending this result to general polynomials, if 
m-1 
3.3.16 m(t) = ^ 3-t 
i=0 ^ 
is the regression function, then there are exactly m linearly 
independent {co^Ct)} . Note that 
3.3.17 Wij(v) = (i+j+l)/{(2i+l)(2j+l)^ all V, 
for the set {<j)^(t)}, and 
3.3.18 U[(i_lXp+i)+k+l],[(j-l)(p+l)+h+l](v) = Wij(v). 
That is, the parameters w^j(v) do not depend on the lagged 
value of the {^^(t)} functions involved, but rather on the 
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power of t. Therefore the rank of the limiting matrix is 
also m. 
On the other hand, if one of the intermediate terms in 
equation 3.3.16 is omitted, say t^ for j<m-l, then the number 
of linearly independent functions remains m, but the limiting 
matrix has rank m-1. 
For trigonometric regressions 
m 
3.3.19 m(t) = I [g. cos X.t + y. sin X.t], 
i=l 1 XI 1 
where X^e(-ir,Tr) are known. For this situation 
3.3.20 y..(v) = 6. . cos X.v, 
while 
3.3.21 (p+l)+k+l], [(j-1) (p+l)+h+l] 
= Ô. . COS X.(v+k-h). 1 / J 1 
The number of linearly independent functions {a)^(t)} is 2m, 
which is also the rank of the limiting matrix M(0), so that 
we are in no trouble. 
As the major problem seems to arise from polynomial 
trends with "missing" terms, we confine our study of Durbin's 
estimators to those polynomial trends in the form of equation 
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3.3.16 and to trigonometric trends such as that in equation 
3.3.19, or to a combination of the two. The reader should 
note that this is not a serious restriction at all, since 
polynomial trends with "missing" orders are not of general 
interest. 
With this restriction in mind, we have all the assumptions 
of section 3.2 holding. Therefore the whole of the analysis 
leading to the expansion of the least squares estimators can 
be applied directly to equation 3.3.13. The result is that 
3.3.22 = 'h + + ^nh ' 
where 
3.3.23 = - f I «.6? (i-j) 
^ i=l j=0 ] ^ 
p p 
3.3.24 = I I « 6? (i-j)6Î (k-q) 
^ i,i,k=l q=0 9 * " 
is a valid asymptotic expansion of the Durbin estimators. The 
remainder term again possesses the desired properties. 
3.4: Expansion of the Full Information Estimators 
The full information estimators are found by simultaneous 
minimization of the function 
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3.4.1 T(»,g) = ^ I Z^it) 
t=p+l 
with respect to «.(1<j<p) and 6^(l<i<m). Write 
m 
3.4.2 Z(t) = -I «.{X(t-j) - I g.*.(t-i)} j=0 ] i=l 1 1 
P m 
j=0 J i=l 1 1 
where 
3.4.3 Ci = {j I = is 
^ ^ t=p+l ^ ^ ^ 
Xi(t) = x7^(()^(t) 
We have performed the minimization with respect to the 
instead of the because < M holds for all i and t 
regardless of the form of regression. This does not materially 
affect the results, as the are monotone functions of the 6^. 
Minimizing T(=,g) leads to the estimating equations 
_i n m 
3.4.4 = n I  Z(t){x(t-k)- I  ç.x.(t-k)} = 0 (l<k<p) 
^ k t=p+l i=l ^ ^  
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n P 
3.4.5 = n"^ l Z(t){xj.(t)- l «.Xu(t-j)} = 0 (l<h<m) 
t=p+l ^ i=i ] " 
or 
P (3)^1 ? . . T (4) 
3.4.6 
1 ^ ^ / C \ 
^ h,Li ° 
p m 
^ ,I=x = ° 
where 
3.4.8 L, = n"^ l X(t)X(t-k) 
^ t=p+l 
3.4.9 K. = n 1 l X(t)x^(t) 
"• t=p+l 
3.4.10 W., = n"^ l X(tTj)X(t-k) 
t=p+l 
3.4.11 V.. = n"l l [X(t)x.(t-j)+X{t-j)Xi(t)] 
t=p+l ^ 
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-1 n 3.4.12 U, . = n " l Xh(t)Xt(t) 
t=p+l ^ ^ 
(3) _ „-l n 3.4.13 = n " l [X(t-j)x--(t-k) + X(t-k) X.-(t-j) ] 
t=p+l ^ ^ 
(4) _ .-1 n 
3.4.14 L^ik = ^ ^ I ^ tXjj(t)Xi(t-k) + Xh(t-k)Xi(t)] 
3.4.15 ijS), = n"^ 
n 
•hljk - " tXi(t-k)Xh(t-j) + Xh(t-k)Xi(t-i)] 
Taking the terms linear in the unknown parameters to the left 
hand side of equations 3.4.6 and 3.4.7, we can write the 
equations in matrix form as 
3.4.16 W V' oc L 
= + 
V u K G(=,c) 
where F(=,G) and G(«,?) contain the higher order forms. 
It is proved in Appendix B that, with probability tending 
to unity as n+», these equations admit solutions which are 
consistent estimators of the true population parameters. 
In finite samples some type of iterative procedure is 
necessary to solve these equations. One would start with some 
arbitrary values Then let ? = + i and 
g = + n. Substituting these in equation 3.4.16 gives a 
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system of equations in t  and n of the same form as the ori­
ginal equations. We then let the first approximation to 
(T,n) be found by solving the system ignoring the higher order 
terms. This gives Then repeat the procedure 
letting « = + t and ç = ç + n. Repeat­
ing these steps results in a sequence of estimated adjustments 
There are a number of questions which arise when such a 
" (i) 
procedure is used. Obviously we need to show that ^ x 
• CO . i=i ~ 
and' I do, in fact, converge. Secondly, it is necessary 
j=l 
to show that, if the series do converge, they converge respec­
tively to X* and n*/ where + x* and ç + n* are 
solutions of the estimating equations. 
Even if both of the questions posed above are satisfied, 
we are not on a solid footing. For there are, in general, 
three distinct solutions to the equations since the equations 
are cubic. Though we know from Appendix B that at least one 
solution yields consistent estimators, there is no guarantee 
that each solution has this property. Thus if we do have con­
verging adjustments which give solutions to 3.4.16, it remains 
to be shown that these solutions are the solutions which give 
consistent estimators. 
During our investigation, these problems were given some 
consideration, but the conditions we used imposed restrictions 
on the model and truncation rules which we felt were quite 
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unnatural. As an example, some estimators (say the least 
squares estimators) which are known to be consistent are used 
as a starting point. Then if we impose a truncation rule 
restricting the constant terms in the equations for (T,n) to 
be less than Cn ^ where v<l/8, it can be shown that solutions 
(T,n) do exist and that they yield consistent solutions to 
the estimating equations. However, this truncation procedure 
is not a practical one. 
As an alternative, we have found expansions for estima­
tors which are derived from the estimating equations above, 
but for which we can not make any claim that the estimators 
are actually full information estimators. We call these 
"modified full information estimators". We do feel that these 
estimators are, in fact, consistent solutions to the estimat­
ing equations. The proof of the statement rests on finding 
boundedness conditions or normalization procedures which 
ensure the result and at the same time are realistic enough to 
be used in practice. 
The least squares estimators («,ç) are known to be con­
sistent estimators of the true population parameters. 
Starting with «= = and = ç will thus lead to consist­
ent estimators regardless of whether they are the true full 
information estimators. Let 
3.4.17 j = n^ /^ (=j-=j) (l<jlp) 
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3.4.18 (l<i<m) 
From least squares results, 
3.4.19 I = (x'x)"\*x = ; + n"^/^(n'n)n'Y , 
so that 
3.4.20 n^/^(ç-ç) = (n'n)"^n'Y 
and from Lemma A.2 we have for any fixed positive integer r, 
3.4.21 E[6ç^]^ < Mn"^/2 (l<i<m) . 
We also have from section 3.2 that 
3.4.22 E[6«^]^ < M , dljlP) 
If we substitute « = = + % and C = Ç + n into equation 
3.4.16, the resulting equations in t and n have the same form. 
That is 
3.4.23 
w<i) v(i)' 
v(i) u(i) 
T V"" 
lp(l) 
n 
= 
ç(l) 
+ 
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3.4.24 
"jk' = "jk 
m 
-il 
: r O )  
ijk 
m 
h,1=1 
:  :  1,(5)  
hijk 
= n"^ I y(t-j)Y(t-k) 
t=p+l 
(5) 
\k = ^ hk-j, jri'Aiik 
= n"^ I [Y(t-k)i, (t) + Z(t)xv,(t-k) ] 
t=p+l 
3.4.26 0^1' = U^, -I 'I'K^HLJK 
-1 
= n I L(t)L(t) 
t=p+l ^ 1 
3.4.27 
P 
- I j=l "j^jk 
m 
•Ji 
«i\i 
= n ^ I Y(t-k)Z(t) 
t=p+l 
3.4.28 EjOhi + G^(;.Ç) 
P m 
= n"^ I Z(t)L (t) 
t=p+l 
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-1 * 
= n" I [Y(t-j)x.(t-k)+Y(t-k)x.(t-j)] 
t=p+l ^ 1 
3.4.30 T 1) ^  T V % T (5) 
-1 ^ 
= n"-" I [x.(t-k)5 (t)+x (t-k)s.(t)] 
t=p+l 1 n n 1 
3.4.31 L^5,1) . ^(5,^ = -n-l^^I^^[Xi(t-j)Xb(t-k) 
n 
+Xb(t-i)Xi(t-k)], 
P 
and where, if ç.(t) = x^ (t)- I «^x,-(t-j) 
1 1 j=l ] 1 
3.4.32 Y(t) = Y(t)-n"l/2 ^ 6ç.x.(t) 
i=l ^ 1 
p 
i.(t) = S.(t)-n"l/2 I 5=.Xi(t-j) 
1 1 4 = 1 J 1 
Z(t) = Z(t)-n"l/2 ^ a; Y(t-i)-n"l/2 ^ ôç.Ç.(t) 
j=l 3 i=l 1 1 
m P 
+n"^ I I 6=.6Ç-x-(t-j) 
i=l j=l ] ^ ^  
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ni - n ) 
The plan we follow here is to let (t , r \  ) be the 
solution of equation 3.4.23 ignoring the higher order terms. 
Then we let t = x+ t, n = nSubstitute into 
equation 3.4.23 and then take the constant terms and terms 
linear in (x to arrive at estimators 
We proceed in this fashion until we reach a point where it is 
possible to prove that 
3.4.33 o(n"l) , E [Î ] ^ = o (n"^) (l<i<p) 
and 
3.4.34 = o(n"l) , = o(n"^) (l<i<m) . 
Then our expansions consist of 
3.4.35 Œ. = Œ. + T x!^^ 
3 ] i=l ] 
r 
3.4.36 CH = SH + I "H 
X—X 
(i) 
At the r— step, the adjustments are the 
solutions to 
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3.4.37 
^(r) Y(r) ' "x (r)' 
1 
1 
To determine solutions we will require at each step that 
3.4.37 w{r) * 
v(r) y(r) 
—6 
where the and 6 are positive constants to be chosen. If, 
at any step, equation 3.4.37 is violated, we truncate by 
setting the determinant equal to the lower bound. Thus at 
each step, the inverse of the coefficient matrix exists. 
We have 
;(i) w(i) -1 
3.4.38 J(l) ~(1) -(1) ^(1) 
Then 
3.4.39 
„(l) vW 
v(l) u(l) 
;(!) + ,(2) 
V"' 
Ipfl) 
= + 
çd) 
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that is 
3.4.40 
w(i) v(i)' 
yd) u(l) 
( 2 )  
( 2 )  
p(l) (;(l)+^(2)^;;(l)+^(2)) 
gd) (2)^.(1)+^ (2)) 
In general, for r = 1,2,•••, let 
3.4.41 vf ' = I ' = j, ^ :(i) k 
3.4.42 T(3,r) \jk i=l hijk 
3.4.43 T(4,r) 
^hik 
T(4,1) 
^hik 
(r-l)^(5,l) 
+ S '%jk 
m P 
3.4.44 F 
m 
- m P 
^ h,L jli ^h^iTj^hijk^ 
3.4.45 
=ill ' ,,L t  - t ,  l  (3,r) j'k"hjk 
+ & ,,L I 
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3.4.46 Wj-' = 
'hijk 
m P 
ilj " ix 
3.4.48 
j — x  j  f j c — x  
Then we have that 
3.4.49 
(r)" w(r) ' -1 Vr'l)(i(r-l),n(r-l).)" 
^(r) vCr) y(r) G(r-l)(.(r-l) .(r-1)) 
Observe from equations 3.4.24 and 3.4.32 that 
3.4.50 wiJ^-R(j-k) = n"-^ I {Y{t-j)y(t-k)-R(j-k) }-pn"-^R(j-k) -1 
n 
jk t=p+l 
, m n 
-n I 6s.{ [ [ir. (t-j)Y(t-k)+Tr. (t-k)Y(t-j)]} 
i=l ^ t=p+l ^ 1 
+n"l I aEhdEit I Tr.(t-j)Tr (t-k)}. 
h,i=l ^ ^ t=p+l ^ 
m n 
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Therefore it follows, from Lemma A.l, Lemma A.2 and equation 
3.4.21, that for any fixed positive integer v 
3.4.51 = 0(n"^^2), 
Hence 
3.4.52 = 0(1). 
Similarly we have 
3.4.53 = 0(n"^^2), 
n 
where N, . = I (t)*.(t) = 0(1), 
t=p+l 
3.4.54 = 0(1), 
3.4.55 = 0(1) , 
while 
3.4.56 E[L^1)]V = 0(n"^^2) 
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3.4.57 
3.4.58 E[VjJ^^]^ = 0(n"V/2) 
3.4.59 = 0(n-Tr/2) 
Therefore, for the first iteration, define the random 
variable as 
^1 
3.4.60 I_ = 1 
^1 
= 0 
if ||B(1)|| < C^n ^ 
if B (1) > C^n —5 
where 0<5<l/2 and is the full coefficient matrix. Letting 
be the adjoint of B^^^, we define 
3.4.61 ;(l) b(1) -1 ^ (1) (1) 
K 
(1) 
, if ||B(1)|| > C^n-G 
c:in*A(i) 
JL 
(1) 
K (1) 
, if I I b ^ ^ M I  C ^ n " *  
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Then for any fixed positive integer s, 
3.4.62 = E{ [| |r^aj[^^]®(l-Iç^) + [C^Vaj[^h®Ic^} 
3.4.63 = E{ t| |r^bjJ^h®(l-Ic^) + [CïVbj[^h®Ic^} 
where 
4 »  = J, + X "^"+1 "i" 
3.4.65 L<" + K^' (l<h<n) 
W e  e x p a n d  | | |  i n  t h e  s a m e  w a y  a s  t h e  d e t e r m i n a n t  j | Q ^ j  j  
was expanded in section 3.2. Then equations 3.4.51, 3.4.53 
and 3.4.58 yield 
3.4.66 Pr{l_ = 1} = G(n"^^2) , 
^1 
Equations 3.4.52, 3.4.53 and 3.4.58 also imply that 
3.4.67 E[Af^)]V = 0(1) 
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Thus 
3.4.68 < M % <y 
eV2 [L(l)...T(l)i2 m 
+ M I  
1 ii,''',iy=l 
E 
and 
= 0(n"V/2) 
3.4.69 E[b^l)] = . 
Therefore in equation 3.4.62, 
3.4.70 E[C^^n^aj[^^]®I^ < C^®n®^{E^^^ [aj[^h }{E^/^ [I^ ]^} 
< Mn®(5-1/2)-v/2 ^ o(n-v/2) , 
Let 
3.4.71 
B = 
R 0 
0 N 
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be the mean square limit of and let 
3.4.72 = (B(1)-B)B"1 
Then 
3.4.73 
where 
3.4.74 H 
-1 
= BB*^) (B^^^-B)B~^(B^^^-B)B"^ 
From equation 3.4.6, we have that if ||b^^^|| > C^n"^ , 
3.4.75 VD" v"' L<1)" L'l'' 1—1 1 PQ 
» 
II +b"^ h'^ ' 
J.(l) ç(l) ç(l) 
= T <1> + s'l' , say, 
where is the final term. In equation 3.4.62, we have 
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3.4.76 E{[S^l)]S(l-Ic^)} 
< {sl/Z (l-I^^) 2 }Mn®^ {E ^ ] 2s 
+E[%A^^)Hjl^+iKjl)]2S}l/2 < MnS6-3s/2 
= G(nG(*-3/2)) = o{n"®) 
from equations 3.4.74, 3.4.51, 3.4.53, 3.4.56, 3.4.57, 3.4.58, 
and 3.4.67 and the Cauchy inequality. Using the same informa-
• 'til. tion we have that the expectations of the s— powers of the 
first two terms in equation 3.4.75 are respectively of order 
— e/O —g 
n ' and n . Thus it follows that in equation 3.4.62 
3.4.77 e{ {TJ[^^].®(1-I^^)} = E[T^1)]S + 0[n" /^] , 
where the first term is 0{n"®'^^). Choose v=2s. Then from the 
above, it follows that 
= E[T^1)]S + o(n"®) , 
and similarly for so that 
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3.4.78 (ir V"' 
_-i II 
» 
w
 1 
i 
rH < pi 
,
 
ç(l) 
(1) 
K 
(1) 
+h (1) 
is a valid asymptotic expansion of the first approximations. 
Furthermore we have 
3.4.79 = 0(n"S/2) (l<jlP) 
= 0(n-G/2) (l<i<m) 
The arguments used above are admittedly sketchy. In the 
interest of brevity, many details have been omitted. The 
details which have been omitted, however, rely on a straight­
forward application of the Cauchy inequality and established 
results. We now continue to the second approximation, where 
those details which rely simply on this type of algebra are 
omitted. 
From equations 3.4.79, 3.4.54, 3.4.55, and 3.4.59, we 
have 
3.4.80 0 (n'V) 
O(n-T) , 
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while from 3.4.79, 3.4.42, 3.4.43, 3.4.46, 3.4.47, and 3.4.48 
we find again that 
3.4.81 E[wj2)_R(j_k)]V = o(n"^/^) 
= 0(n"V/2) 
From equation 3.4.49, 
3.4.82 r:(2)" T 
- (2) 
n 
(2) „(2)'" 
( 2 )  „ ( 2 )  
-1 
This situation is completely analogous to that in the 
first stage. A truncation rule is imposed and an expansion is 
( 2 )  -1 
formed on the basis of the expansion of [B ] . By analogy 
with the first step, the highest order terms in the expansion 
are of the same order as the second factor in equation 3.4.82, 
that is 0(n ^). 
By systematically proceeding in the manner prescribed 
above, it is easily shown that at the r— step the moments of 
the terms in the matrix B ^ have the same orders as the terms 
/I) in B . The same holds true for the coefficients in 
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p(r-l)(;(r-l) .(r-1)) ^ (r-1) (r-1) ^. (r-1) ^ ^ The moments 
of T and n are therefore of the order 
3.4.83 E[f^r)]S ^ Q|gj.^r-1) j2s| ^  Q|J.^.^r-l) ^ 2sj 
and similarly for Thus we have 
3 . 4 . 8 4  E[;^r)]S 
- u s  
0(n ^ ) 
-u s 
0(n ^ ) , 
where u^ = 2u^_^ and u^^ = 1/2 implies that u^ = 2^^ . 
Observe that the order of these successive approximations 
decreases rapidly. This is what one should expect when a 
consistent estimator is chosen as an initial estimator in the 
iterative scheme. 
For the expansion, we may ignore approximations above the 
second order. Thus 
3 . 4 . 8 5  cc œ 
•"1 II 
+B 
_
_
 
.
 1 • 
V"" 
h<"' 
+ 
g(l) h<2> 
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is a valid expansion of the modified full information estima­
tors. The first term comes from equation 3.2.21, the expansion 
of the least squares estimators «, and from equation 3.4.19. 
The remainder terms satisfy 
E[hjl)]S = o(n"®) (l<i<p) 
3.4.86 
E[h^2)]S = o(n"®) (l<i<m) 
Using equations 3.4.54, 3.4.55, 3.4.59 and 3.4.79, we 
have that 
3.4.87 ell i 
i=l j=l ] ^ 1]* 
3.4.88 E[ I f = 0(n"^®/^) 
h,i=l i=l * ^ 
3.4.89 E[ 2 = O(n-S) , 
h,i=l ^ ^ 
so that the first two terms may be ignored. Combining 
equations 3.4.85 and 3.4.75 and retaining only teirms which 
contribute terms to order n~^, we have 
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3.4.90 
=k = =k + ! + i i i  ^  ^
K K i=l ] ^ j=l h,i,U,v=l ^ ^ 
j=l h,i=l ^ 
- I  RkiR"V[w!i)-R(i-u)]Lji)+h^i) . 
j,u,v=l ^ ^ 
Finally, substitution into this expression of the expansion 
of results in the final expression 
3.4.91 = 'K + + «NK 
where 
P . P 
3.4.92 = -I R^] I - ÔR^(j-q) 
j=l q=0 ^ 
P P 
3.4.93 = I I R^^R^^cc 6R (j-v)6R (v-q) 
^ j,u,v=l q=0 9 n n 
P m , . , . n 
-I I I Z(t)i|».(t)} 
j=l hfi=l t=p+l 
n 
{ I [Y(u-j)i|), (u)+Z(u)Tr, (u-j) } 
u=p+l " " 
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, P P m , . , . n 
+§ i ii { I  Z(t)i|;.(t)} 
j=l g=0 h,i,w,v=l ^ t=p+l 
{^_I_^^Z(u)i|;^(u) }{Mj^^(j-q)+Mj^^(q-j) } 
and where 
3.4.94 ÔR (j-k) = n"l/2 ^ [Y(t-j)Y(t-k)-R(j-k)] 
" t=p+l 
and where = o(n~®). 
3.5: Moments of the =- Estimators 
In the particular case when no trend is present. 
Walker's (16) results on serial correlations imply that the 
/n(=j-=j) are asymptotically multivariate normal random vari­
ables. Therefore it is not surprising that, in the case of a 
trend, we find 
3.5.1 lim nE(=-=) (=-=) ' = lim nE(=-=) («-«) ' 
n->oo n-»-" 
= lim nE(;-;)(;-;)' = 
n-»" 
where P = [p(i-j)] and V_ = T g^. 
" j=0 J 
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For general trends satisfying the Grenander and Rosenblatt 
conditions, the bias terms are 
- P , . «0 . 
3.5.2 lira nE(:,-=.) = I P ^ I g tr{M(v-j)M~ (0) }+a,+b, 
n-j-co ^ ^ " j=l v=0 ^ ^ K 
3.5.3 lim nE(=,-=,) = V~^ J I g tr{M(v-j)M*(0) }+a,+b, 
n-veo ^ ^ " j=i v=0 V ~ ^ ' 
3.5.4 lim nE(=.-=.) = vl I P I g tr{N(v-j)N" (0) }+a, 
n->-<» j=l v=0 
where 
3.5.5 a, = -V_^ f I g [p(v+i+h-j)+p(v+i+j-h)] 
^ " h,i,i=l v=0 ^ 
P P 
3.5.6 b. = I p ^ Z =nlj-q|p(j-q). 
^ j=l q=0 ^  
The term b^ in the bias terms of the least squares and Durbin 
estimators, but not for the "full information" method, is a 
consequence of the manner (section 2.2) in which we defined 
the estimating equations. If the divisor (n-|v|), instead of 
n, had used for the autocorrelation estimators, the term bj^ 
would not appear. 
The only differences which are due to the method of 
eliminating the trend are represented by the differences in 
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the matrices M(v), M(v) and N(v). For polynomial trends of 
the usual form (equation 3.3.16) and for trigonometric trends 
(equation 3.3.19), there are no differences. For polynomial 
trends 
3.5.7 tr{M(v-j)M"^(0)} = tr{M(v-j)M*(0)} 
= trfN(v-j)N ^(0)} = m, 
for every v and j. For trigonometric trends, 
3.5.8 tr{M(v-j)M"^(0)} = tr{M(v-j)M*(0)} 
-1 ^ 
= tr{N(v-j)N" (0)} = 2 I cos X^(v-j). 
i=l 
If the residual process {Y(t),t=0,±1,•••} is a Markov 
process (p=l), then the following reductions are possible. 
For polynomial trends, 
3.5.9 lim nE[«-a] = lim nE[=-=] = m(l+«)-3«, 
n-»-oo n-*-» 
3.5.10 lim nE[=-=] = m(l+«)-2«. 
n-><» 
For trigonometric trends 
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3.5.11 lim nE(=-=) = lim nE( = -=) 
n->-« 
P in « 
= 2(1-= ) ^ {cos X.-« cos 2X.}/{l+« -2a COS X.}-3« 
i^l 1 X 1 
3.5.12 lim nE(=-=) = lim nE(<=-<*) + = 
n-»-oo n-»-" 
If a polynomial trend is of the form 
m r. 
3.5.13 m(t) = I 3.t , 
i=l 1 
where the r^^ are any non-negative integers, not necessarily 
the set {0,l,"'',m-l}, then the bias terms for Durbin's 
estimators are different from the bias terms for the other 
types of estimators. Though 
3.5.14 tr{M(v-j)M"^(0)} = tr{N(v-j)N"^(0)} = m 
still holds true, we have 
3.5.15 tr{M(v-j)M*(0)} = rank {m(0)}, 
where the rank is equal to the number of linearly independent 
lagged regression functions, for finite n. We always have 
3.5.16 m < rank{M(0)} < m(p+l). 
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PART IV; SAMPLING PROPERTIES OF THE TEST CRITERIA 
In this chapter, asymptotic expansions and moments of the 
test criteria are presented. Appropriate criteria are dis-
2 
cussed (i) when the hypothesis is simple (=j's and a known), 
2 (ii) when the hypothesis is composite (only a known), and 
(iii) when the hypothesis is "doubly" composite in the sense 
2 that neither the =j's nor a is known. 
4.1: Simple Hypotheses 
When only the regression parameters are unknown, both the 
Bartlett and Diananda and the Quenouille test statistics- are 
appropriate. 
Bartlett and Diananda's test 
It has been stated in section 1.4 that the B-D test sta­
tistic is based on 
4.1.1 B = (n-s)^/2 I A.R (s-j) = (U +R )n/(n-s)^/2 , 
s j=-p 3 n s s 
where s=l,•••,k and 
, n-s 
4.1.2 U = (n-p-s)"-^ I Z(t)Z(t+s) , 
t=p+l 
2 
and where R„ is an end effect of order s/n. As a is known 
s 
we take it to be unity. 
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Since the case of a trend gives simple estimators of the 
{z(t)} residuals, we chose to.calculate the test statistic 
solely on the basis of an estimator of U^. That is 
-1 t 
4.1.3 U = (n-p-s) I Z(t)Z(t+s), 
® t=p+l 
where 
4.1.4 Z = W-Y6 = [I-W(Y'Y)"lY']Z. 
Let N = (Y'Y) and let be the (n-p)x(n-p) circulant matrix 
[6. .]. Then we can write Û as a sum of bilinear forms 
x+s/3 s 
4.1.5 Ùg = (n-p-s)"^{z'WgZ-a'N"^bg-ç;N"^a}, 
where 
4.1.6 a = W'Z 
b = Y'W^Z 
-• S •»» S *** 
= Y'W[I-YN'^Y'lZ c . . 
- s ~ s -
are (m x 1) vectors which tend, according to the central limit 
theorem, to normal random variables with zero means and 
asymptotic covariances 
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4.1.7 lim E(aa') = lim (T'Y) - N(0) 
n-f'co " " n-*-a> 
lim E(b^a') = lim (Y'W^y) = N(s) 
n-»-oo n-»-® 
lim E(b^b') = lim (Y'W W'Y) = N(0) 
-s-s - -s-s-
lim E(ac') = lim {ï" ]W„¥} = 0 
^*«5 ^ ^  m, ^  ^  m, g  A, ^  ^  
n-*" n-»-" 
lim E(b^c') = lim [I-YN'^y'lW y} 
n^oo n-)-" 
= n(2s)-n(s)n'"^ (0)n(s) 
lim E(c c') = lim {¥'W*•]W v} 
n-»-» ~ -s s-
= n(0)-n' (s)n"^ (0)n(s) 
Furthermore if we let 
4.1.8 = (n-p-s)"^/^Z'W^2, 
s - - s~ 
then Vg is asymptotically normally distributed with mean zero 
and variance unity, by the Diananda (7) form of the central 
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limit theorem for m- dependent random variables. We also have 
4.1.9 E[V^a,] . EtV^b^.l = E[V^c^.] = 0 
The test statistic is 
4.1.10 X r  = I (n-p-s)Û^ 
^ s=l ® 
= I {v2-2(n-p-s)-l/2v [a'KTlb +c;g-la] 
S=1 
+(n-p-s)~^[a'N"^b^+c'N"^a]^} 
To simplify the expectation algebra, we used the follow­
ing two lemmas. 
Lemma 4.1 
Let X^(i=l,2f''',g) be random variables such that 
n 
4.1.11 X. = % u.(t)Z(t), 
^ t=l ^ 
where {z{t)} is a pure white noise process and |u^(t)| < 
ii'-'ir r 
for all i and t=l,»**,n. Then if y- . , where I j.=k, 
^l"*^r i=l 
is the k— order cumulant which is the coefficient of 
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Dl 
0. • • • 0 . in the cumulant 
^1 
generating function K „ 
^l'" "'^c 
(0,,•••,0^) , then we have J .  q  
4.1.12 
3l---:r 
'. 
Xi-.-ir 
< Mn -(k-2)/2 
Proof : 
= log. E[exp{ l^x.9. }] 
n q 
= log E[exp{ I [ I u. (t) 0 .]Z(t)}] 
t=l j=l J ] 
n 
log n E[exp{x.Z(t)}] 
t=l ^ 
n 
= I log E[exp{x.Z(t)}] 
t=l ^ 
n 
= Kj,(X^) , 
where X. = \ u.(t)0. and %_(*) is the cumulant generating 
^ j=l 3 ] ^ 
function of Z (1). Then if ic^ are the cumulants in the dis­
tribution of Z(l), we have 
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n « 
4.1.13 K ... (8i,''',G_) =111 
*1' ' q ^ 9 t=l k=l ^ ^ 
= I (k^A!) I 
I [UT(t)8,]^l...[Un(t)8n]^S , 
t=i J- J- q q 
where 7 extends over all ii,satisfying 
? il ir 
I j£=k. The coefficient of 6^ •••9^ (r<q) in equation I- -> •. 
4.1.13 is 
il'"'if n j, j 
4.1.14 Yi ...i =<k Z {["i (t)] •••[u. (t)] 
1 "r " t=l "1 
and so 
Dl-"3r 
il'-'ir 
n ]_ 
< M ^ {max|u. (t)I •••maxju. (t)| } 
t=l t ^1 t ^r 
< Mnn-k/2 = 
Lemma 4.2 
Let X^^), X^^) be four (qxl) random vectors. 
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each having elements in the form of equation 4.1.11. Let A 
and B be two q x q matrices whose elements are bounded for all 
n. Then 
4.1.15 = {trAj {trBj } 
•>» «W «W ««• mm 'm "*3^ ^ *** * 
+tr{Aj(2,4)B,2(3,l) }+tr{A[ (2,3)^^(4,1) j+o(n"^) , 
where = E[XX^. 
Proof: 
E[x(l) 'AX^^^X^^^ BX^^)] 
I i i + ^ hi^k + ^ hfik + 
n f X f J/K—X 
From Lemma 4.1, the first term is 0(n 2)/2j _ Q, 
The last three terms give the desired expression 4.1.15. Note 
that this lemma can easily be extended to any finite number of 
bilinear forms, the order unity terms being expressible in the 
trace notation. 
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As a result of Lemma 4.2 we also have for any fixed 
positive integer r 
4.1.16 =0(1). 
As Lemma A.l implies that the r— order moments of are also 
finite, we can write 
4.1.17 = XB + + S„,2 
where 
4.1.18 = Z Vg 
s=l 
wjl) = -2 y [a'N"^b^+c'N"^a] 
B S ~ ~ -s "S-
Ic 
wjZ) = y [a'N"^b^+c'N"^a]^ 
S=1 
and where E[S = 0(n . 
n jr ^  
The length of the algebra involved in deriving expres­
sions for the moments prohibits its presentation here. Those 
interested in the details may consult the author. The result­
ing expressions for the first two moments are, to order k/n, 
4.1.19 Etxg] = k+n"^Kg 
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4.1.20 VarExg] = VarExg] + 4n"^[Kg-Cg], 
where 
k k 
4.1.21 K* = I [trN(s)N"l(0)]2 + I tr[N(s)N"^(0)]^ 
B s=l ~ ~ s=l ~ -
, k , 
-k tr[N(0)N •^(0)3-2 I tr[N(2s)N, (0)1 
s=l 
[k/2] k 1 
C„ = 2 I tr[N(2s)N -^(0)] + k, I tr[N(s)N "^(0)] 
® s=l - - 3 s=l ~ -
and where Chanda (5) gives^ 
4.1.22 VartXg] = 2k+[4k^ (<^+3)+k(ic^+8ic4+2k3+6) ]/n. 
Quenouille's test 
When the hypothesis is simple, the test is based on 
-1 4.1.23 Q = (n-p-s) I Z'(t)Z(t+s) , (p+l<s<p+k), 
t=p+l 
P . 
where Z'(t) = - T =.Y(t+j) and 
3=0 : 
There appears to be a slight error in Chanda's result. 
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4.1.24 Y = X-$g = Y-n(Y'Y)W'Z 
Write 
4.1.25 = l 
0 ^ 0 J i=0 1 
This power series converges for all ç such that ]ç|>max()ç.|), 
i 1 
where the are roots of equation 1.2.5. Observe that the 
series converges on the unit circle since we have assumed 
max(|ç.|)<l. We have from equations 4.1.14 and 4.1.24 that 
i 1 
n 
4.1.26 Z(t) = Z(t)- I b. „Z(u) 
u=p+l 
n 
4.1.27 Y(t) = Y(t)- I a. , Z(u) , 
u=p+l 
where |b^ < Mn ^ and |a^ < Mn ^ for all t,u. Thus, in 
the sense of mean square convergence, 
P P n 
4.1.28 Z'(t) = - I =.Y(t+i) = - I =.[Y(t+i)- I a . Z(u)] 
j=0 ] j=0 J u=p+l 
p 00 n 
= - I =<[ % g z(t+j-v)- I a . Z(u)] 
j=0 ^ v=0 u=p+l ^' 
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Consider 
œ 00 n 
4.1.29 I L.Z(t+p-i) = I L.{Z(t+p-i)- I b . _Z(u)} 
i=0 ^ i=0 ^ u=p+l ^ P 
n 
•Jo 
These two expressions are equal if 
4-1-3° *t+i = J(,Vt+j-v,u-
Because the b. are bounded, the right hand side does con-
"Cf u 
verge. Also, from equations 4.1.14 and 4.1.24 
m . . 
4.1.31 a. ^ = I (t)i|; . (u) 
i,j=l ^ ] 
,1]. V „ = I N ^i|» . (t)i|) . (u) , 
i,j=l ^ ] 
and by definition of ij/j^(t) and g^ we have 
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00 00 P 
4.1.32 I g (t+j-v) = - I g I « Tr.(t+j-V-u) 
v=0 v=0 u=0 
= - I {I 9?=.} Tr.Ct+j-w) 
w=0 u+v=w 
= Tr^(t-j) . 
This establishes equation 4.1.30, so we have 
4.1.33 Z'(t) = I L.Z(t+p-i) 
i=0 ^ 
in the mean square sense. 
For i=l,**«,m, let 
n 
a. = I il>. (t) Z (t) 
^ t=p+l 1 
.1.34 b . . = I *.(t+s)Z(t+p-j) 
t=p+l 1 
n-s 
c  ^  i  =  I  ^ . ( t + p - j )  
t=p+l ^ 
m . . n 
{Z(t+s) - J (t+s) I (u)Z(u)} 
h,k=l u=p+l 
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and let 
— 1 /o 
4.1.35 V . = (n-p-s) ' J Z(t+s)Z(t+p-j) 
t=p+l 
2 Then, since a is known and is taken to be unity. 
4.1.36 = I L.{( n - p - s ) ( n -p-s)"^[a'N"^b^.+c'.N"^a]} 
s ] S] - - -S] -S]-
so that the test statistic is 
^ 9 P+k ^-
4.1.37 Xo = I (n-p-s)Q 
° s=p+l ® 
p+k ® 
-2 (n-P-s) (a'N-\ .+c; .N-^a] 
+(n-p-s)~^[a'N~^b .+c'.N"^a][a'N~^b .+c'.N~^a]} 
m, •• -"Sx •«' ^ S 1 •"Sj"* 
Observe that for s>p, Z(t+s) is independent of Z(t+p-j), so 
that Lemma A.l applies to V .. Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 apply to 
S3 
the bilinear forms in equation 4.1.37. Therefore, from the 
preceding analysis, we conclude that 
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4.1.38 XQ = XQ+n"^/^"Q^'+n"^WQ^'+S 
n , 2 '  
where 
, p+k » 
'Q = sj+l 
n\ p+k » , , 
"Q = -^4.1 ij.o'-i'fsi'e'N- b,..ç;.N- a, 
These expressions are random variables whose moments are 
bounded for all n, while E[S = 0(n~^^^^) for any fixed 
Xif •£. 
positive integer r. 
This leads to the following general expressions for the 
/» 2 first two moments of X q- To order k/n 
4.1.40 E[xq] = k+n'^Kg 
4.1.41 VarCxg] = Var[xq]+n"^[KQ-CQ], 
where 
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k * 
j= 
4.1.42 K, - ' ^ 0 = 1  t t r  I  L . N ( s + j ) N ' - ^ ( 0 ) ]  
s=l 0 J 
4.1.43 C_ = 
k " _i 9 1 
+ Z tr[ % L.N(s+j)N ^XO)] ^-k tr[N(0)N"-^(l) ] 
s=l j=0 
k 00 
-2 I tr[ I H.N(2s+j)N"-^(0)] 
s=l j=0 
Q = 4 s-r 11 tr [ (0), 
and where H, = J L.L, .. Chanda (5) gives 
^ j=0 J J 
4.1.44 VarExg] = 2k+[4k^ (K^+3)+k(K^+Yic3+8ic^+6) ]/n. 
2 " 1 
where Y = 2 ^ L. % I 
j=0 ^ i=i k=0 K 1 K 
Special cases 
When the trend is an ordinary polynomial (equation 
3.3.16), to order k/n, trend removal affects both test 
statistics equally. That is 
4.1.45 E[xg] = E[xB]+mk(m-2)/n 
4.1.46 VarExg] = Var[xg]+4mk(m-3-K2)/n 
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and 
4.1.47 EExg] = E[xQ]+ink(m-2)/n 
4.1.48 VarExg] = Var [xq]+4ink (m-3-K^)/n 
The dominant terms in these expressions are those involv-
2 ing m k/n, which can be very large if one fits a moderately 
high order polynomial. 
Observe that if a linear trend is fitted, there is no 
effect on the expectations to order k/n. For symmetrically 
distributed Z(t)*s, a quadratic trend has no effect on the 
variance to order k/n. We have found no compelling a priori 
basis for anticipating these results, and we must therefore 
consider them curiosities at the present time. 
If the trend is trigonometric (equation 3.3.19), the 
effect of trend elimination on the moments has a particularly 
simple form. To order k/n, 
4.1.49 EExgj = E[x q] = k+mk/n 
4.1.50 Var[xgl-Var[xgl = Var[x qÎ-Var[x q] = 4mk/n . 
4.2: Composite Hypotheses 
When the =j (j=l,***,p) are not known, only Quenouille's 
test is valid. The test statistic we have considered is that 
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of equation 1.4.11, with the unknown parameters replaced by 
some suitable estimators. To the degree of approximation 
desired, we have shown in the last chapter that there is 
essentially no difference in the sampling properties of the 
estimators derived from the three different estimation pro­
cedures. Since the least squares estimators are the simplest 
to obtain, they are the ones we have used here. 
We have, however, deviated from the exact form of the 
estimators obrained in section 3.2. The estimators used here 
are based on 
as the autocovariance estimators. It was found that use of 
the divisor n, instead of (n-|v|), introduced terms of order 
4.2.1 Rn(v) 
1 n-lv| 
(n-|v|)"^ I Y(t)Y(t+|v|) 
t=l 
2 1 k /n in the moments of the test statistic. 
According to equation 1.4.11, let 
4.2.2 
j=0 ] * 
(s>p) 
1 
The adjustments needed to validate the expansions of the 
autoregressive coefficient estimators when this estimator is 
used are very minor and will not be dealt with here. 
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where 
4.2.3 
P , 2p_ . 
( I 'j(j) = Z j=0 J J j=0 J 
and =2y'''f= are the solutions of 
1 •••r^(p-l) 
r^(p-l)..' 1 i„(p) 
and r^(v) = (v)/R^(0). Then if is known and taken to be 
unity. 
4.2.5 
From equations 1.4.12 and 4.2.3, we have 
2p . 
I (F.-F.)Ç^ j=0 ] ] 
P . g P . , {( i i j=0 J j=0 ] 
= { i (=<-=<)%]}{ i (=<+=^ )si} 
j=0 J ] j=0 J J 
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Therefore 
4.2.6 (F.-P.) = 
J o  ' - i - i '  S - i - j ' i  '' i - i '  
"1/2 r —1 2 
= 2n I =i_iG=i+n I 
i=0 J ^ i=0 1 1 
where 
4.2.7 5=j = n^/^(=j-=j) 
is a random variable whose finite order moments are bounded 
for all n including n+«. Similarly 
4.2.8 R^(v) = R(v)+n"^/^ÔR^(v) . 
Thus for s>p 
1/2 r^~ -4.2.9 = (n-s)^/^ I F.R, (s-j) 
s i=0 ] * 
2p P 
= (1-^) { I F..ÔR (s-j)+n~^/^ I 6=.6=.R(s-i-j) 
* i=o ] * i,i=i ^ ] 
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1/7 P P 1 P 
+2n" ' ^ " T ae -"-I I 6«.6R_(s-i-j)+n" I 0S.6S.6R (s-i-j)}, 
j=0 ] i=l 1 * i,j=l ^ J * 
since 6=^ = 0. From equation 3.2.19, we have 
4.2.10 Qg = (l-5j %^F\6R^(s-j)+n-l/2Tjl)+n-lTj2)+H^g, 
where 
4.2.11 Tg (1) ^  V V Œ V I Mj^'w!^'R(s-i-j)+2 I =. I wji'aR (s-i-j) 
i,j=l ^ ] j=0 ] i=l ^ * 
=  2  I  w f ^ ^ w f ^ ^ R ( s - i - j )  
® i,j=l ^ ^ 
P P 
+2 I =. I WP^ÔR (s-i-j) 
i=0 ] i=l 1 ^ 
+ I wP^wi^^ôR (s-i-j) 
i,j=l ^ 
and the remainder term is 
P 
Ï 
if j=l 
4.2.12 H ^ = 2 I [w(l)+n"l/2w(2)]g R(s_i_j) 
ns * 4—1 ^ J- "J 
+n"3/2 I wf^^wP^R(s-i-j) 
i,j=l ^ ^ 
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+n 
1/2 
+2n -3/2 
P 
I  
i,j=l 
^a) [wj2)+ns^^]5R^(s_i_j) 
+n 
- 2  
P 
1,3=1 
)+ns^.] [wj2)+ns^j]Ô (s-i-j) 
From the least squares results, it follows that the moments 
of and are finite for all n, including n+» and that 
for fixed finite x, = o(n~^). Thus we have 
4.2.13 
where 
4.2.14 W, 
( 0 )  ^  
Q 
p+k 
I 
s=p+l 
(X-|,2 f. 
if 3=0 
FjFj^ôR^(s-i)6R^(s-j) 
/i\ P+k 2p 
=2 I I F.6R (s-j) 
s=p+l ® i=0 ] * Q 
W, 
( 2 )  _  
Q 
p+k 2p 
= i {[Tjl)]2 + 2Tj2) I F.6R (s-j)} 
s=p+l ® s ] n j=0 
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Each of these expressions has moments of order unity^ and 
is such that E[S^Q]^ = o(n ^). 
When the moments of the are calculated and the 
appropriate terms retained, the result is 
4.2.15 EExg] = E[xq] + Rg/n 
4.2.16 VarExg] = VarExg] + ^ERg-V^l/n, 
where 
4.2.17 R_ = % [tr I L.M(s+j)M"^(0) 
s=l j=0 3 
+ Z tr[ Ï L.M(s+j)M"^(0)]^ 
s=l j=0 ^ 
+k tr[ I  R(U)M(U)m"^(0)] [ I  A.M(j)M"^(0)] 
u=-» " j=-p ^ 
-2k tr[ % A. I R(u)M(u+j)M""-^(0)] 
j=-p ^ U=—00 
-2 I tr[ I K.M(2s+j)M"-^(0)], 
s=l j=0 ^ 
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4.2.18 V = ,2 Z [ Z L^trM(s+j)M-^(0)][i L^L. I ,] 
^ r,s=l j=0 J i=0 I ' 
k 00 
+ I Lr_2str[ I L.M(r+j)M"-'(0)], 
r,s=l ^ j=0 ] 
and where Chanda (5) gives 
4.2.19 EExg] = k-(4p-X)k/n 
4.2.20 VarExg] = 2k+[4k^(k^+S)+k(K4+8K4+YK3+4X-48P+6)]/n. 
The quantity X is 
00 00 
2 
where = .%^9i9i+|j| = R(j)/o • 
For polynomial trends, we have 
4.2.22 E [x q] = E E x q] + mk(m-2)/n 
4.2.23 Vartxg] = Varfxg] + ImkCm-S-KgX/n, 
to order k/n. For trigonometric trends. 
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4.2.24 E[X q] = EExg] + mk/n 
4.2.25 VarExg] = VarExg] + 4ink/n . 
It is interesting to observe that to order k/n the effect of 
trend removal is the same here as it is when the autoregres­
sive coefficients are known. To the same order the trend 
effect is also independent of the order of the autoregressive 
scheme which is fitted. 
The quantity X in equation 4.2.21 appears in the moments 
- 2 
of X q  because of the end effect described in equation 
1.4.14. To order k/n this end effect and the effect due to 
trend elimination are additive. 
4.3: Doubly Composite Hypotheses 
2 When a is not known, the test statistic must be modified 
by using a suitable estimate of it. Chanda (5) recommends 
that 
P 
4.3.1 
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be used. Therefore we have chosen to use the estimator^ 
9 P 
4.3.2 5 = I À.R (i) , 
j=-p 
where (j) is defined by equation 4.2.1 and 
P . p . P . 
4.3.3 I À.g] = ( I =.%])( I , 
j=-p J j=0 j=0 J 
the =j being the solutions of equations 4.2.4. The test 
statistic is then 
4.3.4 Xq i  = I Qg/o^ , 
^ s=p+l ® 
where is defined by equation 4.2.2. Write 
4.3.5 I (Â.-A.)gi = { I (=.-=.)gi}{ I («.-«. )ç~^} 
j=-p J J j=o J J i=0 ^ ^ 
+{ Ï =<%]}{ I I -rni I j=0 J i=0 1 1 i=0 ^ j=0 ] ] 
^Observe that using equation 4.2.1 does not guarantee that 
- 2 "2 
c >0. If the divisor n were used, ô >0 holds unless "j. ~ *** 
= «„ = 0, since = (='Q_=)R_(0) and is positive definite p n '•n 
(section 2.2). This is of minor importance, as it is necessary 
to truncate in either case (see equation 4.3.9). 
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so that 
4.3.6 
Also 
4.3.7 R^(j) = R(j) + n-l/ZgR^fi). 
Therefore 
9 P 1/7 P 
4.3.8 0 = 1 A.R(j)+n"^/^ I A.6R (j) 
j=-P ^ j=-P ^ 
1 P 1 P P 
+n-l ^ I 6«.ô«.R(j-j')+2n"-' I cc I 6«.ÔR (i-j) 
i,i=l ^ ] i=0 ^j=l ] * 
= 0^{l+n"^'^^T^^^+n"^T^'^^} , say. 
n 2 P 
Obviously à is a consistent estimator of a since \ A.R(j) 
= 0^. As 5^ may be small, we truncate by letting 
A,3.9 if > Cn ^ 
]=-P ^ 
= Cn ^ if < Cn ^ 
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where C and v are some positive constants to be specified. 
Observe that this, in effect, requires a double truncation on 
the sample space, since a truncation rule must also be used in 
connection with the parameter estimation. The added restric­
tion in equation 4.3.9 does not, however, affect the validity 
of the expansion of equation 4.2.13. 
Define the random variable 
4.3.10 I C 1 if 5^ < Cn ^ 
0 if 0^ > Cn ^ 
and let 
4.3.11 if 5^ > Cn ^ 
otherwise 
We may assume that o >n>0. Choose C = n . Then from equa­
tion 4.3.8 we have 
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where v is some fixed positive integer. Let 6<1/2. Then for 
a fixed positive integer r. 
4.3.13 Etxg,] = E{[XqC~V'']''I^+[Xq/0^]''(1-I^) }. 
Now 
4.3.14 E{(xQC"^n^'']'^Ij,}<C 2rn2rv(El/2[xQi^^^(El/2[i2|2j 
= 0(n2:^-v/4), 
SO if we choose v>4(r+1), the left hand side is of order 
smaller than 1/n. In the region where a^>Cn ^, write 
4.3.15 Xg, = x2{l-2V(,+3V^}-Xg{4V^+3vJ}/3^, 
where 
4.3.16 Vq = àVo^-l = 1^(4) 
For l<i<r, we have 
4.3.17 (5)E{[Xq]^[1-2VQ+3VQ]^"^[4VQ+3V^]^5"^^}(l-I^) 
<(f) {E[X q][1-2Vq+VQ]^}l/2{E[4V^+3V^]2l}l/2 
= 0(n2i^-3i/2) = 
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because 5<1/2. Thus from equations 4.3.13, 4.3.14, 4.3.15 
and 4.3.17, we have 
4.3.18 EExg,]^ = E{xq''(1-2VQ+3V^)''(1-I^)} 
= E{xQ^(l-2VQ+3V^)^}+o(n~^) 
-v/2. _ 
since E[I^3 = 0(n ' ) = o(n ). 
Therefore, combining equations 4.2.13 and 4.3.16 and 
retaining the appropriate terms, the expansion for Xqi is 
4.3.19 = w^®'+n-^ /2„a)+n-^ w ?^'+s^ 2. , 
where is defined by equation 4.2.14 and where 
4.3.20 
4.3.21 = M^2)+3T(4)QX0)_2T(3)^^1)^ 
As with and in equation 4.2.14, it is understood 
that the terms T^^^ and T^^^ are to be expressed in terms of 
the expansions of the least squares estimators, and only those 
terms contributing to order 1/n are retained. 
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2 Chanda (5) has shown that estimating a actually reduces 
drastically the variance of the test statistic in the trend 
free situation. The effect on the trend components of the 
moments can also be appreciable. We have, in the general 
situation, 
4.3.22 EEXQ,] = EEXQ,] + [RQ-AQ,] / n 
4.3.23 VarExg,] = VarExg,] + 4[RQ-VQ-AQ,] / n, 
where 
4.3.24 AQ, = 2k tr[M(0)m"^(0)] 
and where and VQ  are defined by equations 4.2.17 and 4.2.18, 
respectively. Chanda gives 
4.3.25 EExq,] = k-(2p-X+K4+2)k/n 
4.3.26 Var[xQ|] = 2k+(K^+YK3-4K^+4X-40p-14)k/n, 
where X is defined in equation 4.2.21 and y  is defined in 
equation 4.1.44. 
For polynomial trends, these expressions reduce to 
4.3.27 = E[XQI] + mk{m-4)/n 
Ill 
4.3.28 VarExg,] = VarExg,] + 4mk(in-S-K^)/n . 
For trigonometric trends, 
4.3.29 Etx^,] = E[xq,] -3ink/n 
4.3.30 Var[xQ.I = VarCxg,] -12ink/n 
For fourth order polynomial trends, trend elimination 
2 does not effect the expectation of X q i  to order k/n. For 
symmetric distributions (k^ = 0), a fifth order polynomial fit 
does not have any effect to order k/n on the variance. We see 
no reason to regard these facts as anything but interesting 
notes. 
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PART V: SUMMARY 
This investigation has dealt with the time series model 
X(t) = m(t) + Y(t) , 
where {X(t)} is the observed process, m(t) is a linear 
regression on known functions satisfying the Grenander and 
Rosenblatt conditions, and {Y(t)} is a linear autoregressive 
scheme of general order p. The aim of the study has been to 
examine the effect that trend elimination has on the estima­
tion of the autoregressive parameters and on some conventional 
goodness-of-fit tests for autoregressive schemes. 
Three different procedures for estimating the parameters 
of this model have been presented in the literature, viz. the 
least squares, Durbin's, and the "full information" procedures. 
In Part III, asymptotic expansions have been derived for each 
set of autoregressive parameter estimators. On the basis of 
these expansions, we have obtained expressions for the biases 
and covariances of the estimators to order n 
Judging from the bias and covariance terms, there seems 
to be no reason to prefer either the Durbin or the "full 
information" estimators to the least squares estimators. As 
the least squares estimators are computationally the simplest 
to obtain, we have chosen to use them in the examination of 
the test criteria. 
In Part IV, we have examined the effect which trend 
elimination has on the validity of the Bartlett and Diananda 
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and the Quenouille goodness-of-fit tests. 
For simple hypotheses, the effects of trend elimination 
on the first two moments of the two test statistics are the 
same to order k/n. Fitting a polynomial trend of order (m-1) 
increases the expectations and variances of the test statistics 
2 by the respective factors mk(m-2)/n and 4mk(m-3-Kg)/n. For m 
large this causes the conventional significance levels to be 
seriously under-estimated. For trigonometric trends with m 
harmonic components, the expectations and variances are larger 
til an in the case of no trend by factors of mk/n and 4ink/n. In 
this case, the conventional significance levels are also under­
estimated. 
When the autoregressive parameters are unknown, the 
Bartlett and Diananda test is not valid. Least squares esti­
mators have been used in Quenouille's test statistic, and it 
has been found that the effect of trend elimination on the 
first two moments of the test statistic is the same, to order 
k/n, as it is for simple hypotheses. 
2 For doubly composite hypotheses, an estimator of o has 
been formed, using least squares estimators of the structural 
parameters. The effect of polynomial trend elimination is an 
increase in the first two moments of the (Quenouille) test 
statistic by factors of. rak(m-4)/n and 4mk(m-S-K^)respec­
tively. Trigonometric trend elimination results, on the other 
hand, in a decrease in the moments by factors of 3mk/n and 
12mk/n. (It is interesting to note that these expressions do 
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not involve p.) Thus in the case of a polynomial trend, the 
conventional significance levels are under-estimated, whereas 
they are over-estimated in the case of a trigonometric trend. 
Plans for further work include an extension of the 
present analysis to Whittle's test and consideration of some 
non-linear trend models. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
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PART VIII; APPENDIX A 
Lemma A.l 
Let {Z(t),t=0,±1,•••} be a pure white noise process with 
E[Z(t)] = 0 and E|z(t) 1^ < 00 for all finite integers r. Let 
n 
A.l U (w.) = I Z(t)Z(t+w.) 
t=l 
for any fixed, non-zero integer w^. Then 
A. 2 B[U^(wj)...U^(w2k)] = O(n^) 
Proof ; 
A.3 E[0„(w^).--0^(W2^)] 
!  • • • I  E [ 2 ( t  ) . . . 2 ( t 2 t , 2 { t i + » i , . . . Z ( t 2 k + » 2 k ) l  
*1=1 t2k=l 
h n 
i •••i 
ti=i 
Define the ordered pair Uj^ = (tj|^,t^+w^) . And define u^ = Uj 
to mean that one of the following equalities holds. 
A.4 t.=t. , t.=t.+w. , t.+w.=t. , t.+w.=t.+w.. 
X j  1  J  J  X l j  x x j j  
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We can then write 
A.5 G = {f(t,t+w)It^=l,2,•••,n} , 
2k the cardinality of the set G being n . (Note that for all 
possible values of t^, we have |f(t,t+w)|<».) Write 
A.6 G = G2+G2+'''+Gg+*''+G2^ , 
where G is the set of f(t,t+w) arising when {u. -, •••,u. } 
q - - - ^1 iq 
are pairwise unequal, while {u. } are each equal to 
iq+1 ^2k 
some member of the set {u^ ,«*»,u^ }. The cardinality of G^ 
is k n(n-1)(n-2)•••(n-q+1) = ^ c.n^<Mn^. Thus the lemma 
^ i=0 
will be established if we can show that for q>k, each f(t,t+w) 
in G is zero. q 
When q>k+l, equating the (2k-q) members of {u. , ", 
q+1 
u. } to members of {u. ,*««,u. } must leave at least r=q-
^2k ^1 iq 
(2k-q) = 2(q-k)>2 members of the latter set unequal to any 
other subscripts. Let one of them be u^. But then 
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f(t/t+w) 
= E[Z (t^) • • 'Z (tj) • • Z (tj^+w^) • • 'Z(tj+Wj) • • *2 (t2jç+W2jç) ] 
= E[Z(tj)Z(tj+Wj)]E[...] 
= E[Z(tj)]E[Z(tj+Wj)]E[...] 
=  0 .  
Thus the lemma is proved. 
Lemma A.2 
Let be any fixed integer, and let 
n 
A. 7 V (w. ) = I g(t)Z(t+w. ) , 
* 1 t=l 1 
where g(t) is any arbitrary bounded function. Then for any 
fixed finite integer k>0, 
A.8 B[Vn(wj)'''Vn(W2k)] 1 Mn^{max|g( t ) | .  
The proof is nearly identical to that of the previous 
lemma. Let t^ take the place of u^. Then we can write the 
expectations as a sum of sets as in equation A.6. As there, 
we again must have that for g>k, contains only terms which 
If 
are zero, so that there are at most Mn terms. But each term 
is less than or equal to {max|g(t)|}^^. 
t 
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Lemma A.3 
If gj is defined by equation 1.2.6, 
A. 9 I Î j^g^l < ~ j=0 ] 
for any finite non-negative integer v. 
Proof; From equation 1.2.6, 
A.IO g. = f 
the summation being over all possible values of 
P 
subject to j.>0 and ^ j. = j. The roots g. all have modulus 
i=l ^ 1 
less than unity, so there exists a p<l such that for all 
i=l,2,•"'fP, 
A.ll |ç.| < p < 1 
Therefore 
A.12 ISjl 1 I'P^ 1 MjPpi 
Therefore 
A. 13 i z j^g-sl 1 M % = M i j*pi 
j=0 j=0 j=0 
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Let t  be such that p < t 1. Then n  =  t / p>1. When n>[n^/^-l] 
it follows that (n+l)*p^*^<Tn^p^, so that % j*pi converges 
j=0 
by the ratio test. 
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PART IX: APPENDIX B 
It is proved here that, with probability tending to unity 
as n+m, the full information estimating equations have solu­
tions which are consistent estimators of the true parameter 
values. These estimating equations are given by equations 
3.4.4. 
Consider a Taylor expansion of those expressions about 
the true values of the parameters ç. The only non­
zero partial derivatives are 
B.l 
L. = = n"^ I Z(t)Y(t-j) 
] ^ j t=p+l 
n"^ I [Z(t)x^(t-j)+Y(t-j)Ç.(t) ] 
t=p+l ^ 1 
N 
"  3r Ï  [Y(t-j) (t-k)+Y(t-k) (t-j) ] 
IDK t=p+l ^ ^ 
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where the partials are evaluated at the point 
If 6j = and the Taylor expansions 
are 
B.2 
1 ^ ( A\ 1 M P F C \ 
+2. l ,  H i l  "h-'i+l ^ f, .1 ^ijk"h"i«j h,i=l h,i=l ]=1 -' 
1 ^ / o % 1 P in (  K \  
Calculation of the first two moments of the variables 
defined in equation B.l readily establishes that 
B.3 
l.i.m. L. = 0 (l£j<p) 
n ->• 00 J 
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l.i.m. K. = 0 (l<i<m) 
X — — n ->• « 
l.i.m. W., = R(j-k) (lljfk<p) 
n 00 ^ 
l.i.m. V.. = 0 (l<i<m;l<j<p) 
n + » 1] - - - -
l.i.m, = 0 (l<i<m;1<j,k<p) 
n ^ o o J  
while for the non-stochastic variables 
p 
B.4 lim N, . = v,.(0) = I p, . (j-k) (l<i,h<m) 
n-).» j,k=l ] K ni - -
lim ^hik = ".Z (l<h,i<m;l<k<p) 
n->o> i=0 
lim = -Vj^i(j-k)-Pj^^(k-j) (l<h,i<m;l<j,k<p). 
n->oo -J 
o ^ 
Consider the q = p+m+p +pm+p m variables 
^ijk^* Given an e>o, let (i=l,•••,q) denote the event that 
the i^ variable is less than an e distance from its finite 
q 
(mean square) limit. Let S = n A.. 
i=l 
Lemma B.l 
For any given e , k > o, there exists an n- ( e , k )  such that 
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n>n^(e,iç) implies that 
B.5 PrtSn,;} : 1- • 
Proof: According to equation B.3, we can choose an n^(e,K) 
such that n>n^(E,K) implies 
B.6 < c/q (l<i<q), 
where A. is the complement-of A.. Then if n«(e,K) = max 
l<i<q 
{n^(E,K)}, we have n>nQ(e,ic) implies 
B.7 PrfSn .} = Pr{ n A.] 
i=l ^ 
q ^ g 
= 1-Pr{ I  A:} > 1- y Pr{A?} > 1-, 
i=l ^ - i=l ^ -
which completes the proof. 
In equations B.2, the (negative of the) coefficients of 
the terms linear in 6^ and are expressible in matrix form 
as 
B.8 ?n 
w y 
V N 
^Note that mean square convergence implies convergence in 
probability via Tchebychev's inequality. 
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3 T 3 T 
Equations B.2 will have solutions to Tr:— = 0 and = 0 
if and only if solutions exist to the system 
B.9 w y 6 L 
= + 
V N K 
pd) (6,n) 
where 
B.IO F. f (5-3) = ! .! 
1=1 ]=1 h,i=l 
m P 
T p m ,c% 
*2],1=1 • 
Lemma 3.2 
If e>o is chosen suitably small, then for samples in 
S , the matrix B on the left hand side of equation B.9 has 
n,G ~n ^ 
an inverse, whose elements are bounded uniformly with respect 
to n. 
Proof: From equations B.3 and B.4 we have that 
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B.ll l.i.m. B_ 
n ->• 00 •n 
R 
0, N(0) 
where R = [R(j-k)] and N(0) = T j-k) are non-
i,k=0 ] ^ -
singular by assumption. Furthermore, the matrix N is non-
singular for all finite n. Therefore, for any n, we can write 
B.12 IB^I = |B+(B^-B)| = |BMI+B"^B^-B)| , 
where B = 
[R(j-k)] 0 
0 N 
is non-singular. Then 
B.13 iBnl 
k. 
where T^i) . is the identity matrix with columns i,,*»*,i. 
~^l***^i 1 ] 
-1 
replaced by the corresponding columns of B (Bi -B). In S 
~ ~ nf6 
we have that [tI^^ . | is of order e^, so that for suitably 
il"*ij 
small e we have 
B.14 
P 
{1+ I  I  
j=l (il, 
. : 1-:' 
f 1 j / J- ] 
where e' is of order e, so that 
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B.15 I|B^|I > 1|B|1 d-e') > 0 . 
Since in ^ the cofactors are uniformly bounded, the lemma 
is established. 
In view of this lemma, we can "solve" equations B.9 by 
inverting the coefficient matrix. This gives 
P m . m P 
B.16 T ^ X ^ V ? =(1); _ J. V ,(2)_ _ ^ V ^(3) 
s 
where = ô„ for l<s<p and t  = n for p+l<s<p+m. Observe 
s s - - s s-p - -
that j and are uniformly bounded. Then if B^i 
denotes the (i,j)— element of the inverse of B^, we have, in 
S„ ^ that TX / C 
i^ ihii = lîj, i « 
XI—X 
= iiX 1 " 
^shijl = l|X=nXfjul 1 « 
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p+m 
I = li I 
'u=p+l 
M 
Furthermore, in S 
n f e 
B.18 |bg| < E (l<s<p+m). 
Lemma B.3 
Suppose 
B.19 fi/TifTg) ^  bi-Ti+aiTiTg+aaTZ+agT^+a^T^^^+agT^TZ = 0 
where |a^|<M and |c^|<M for i=l,**',5 and where |b2^|<e/4 and 
|b2|<e/4. Then for suitably small e, equations B.19 have 
solutions (^2/^2) such that |T^|<e and |T2l<e. 
Proof: In the interval -e<-z-^,T2<^ > we have 
B.20 IfifTi'Tgi+Til = |bi+aiTiT2+a2T2+a3T2+a^T2T2+a5TiT2| 
1 |bil+{|a]^l + |a2l + |a3| le^+lla^l + la^l }e^ 
< e/4+3Me^+2Me^ 
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and 
B.21 |f2(T^,T2)+T2l 1 E/4+3Me^+2Me^ 
If we have 
B.22 E < {[9M^+2M]^/^-3M}/4M , 
then 2Me^+3Me+l/4 < 1/2 , so that 
B.23 I fj^ (tj^/t2)+tj^1 < e/2 
|f2(Ti,T2)+T2l 1 e/2 
For any value -£<TJ^<e, we have from the second relation that 
B.24 -e/2 < f2(T^,T2)+T2 1 e/2 
For 2e/3 <t2 < e ,  we have 
^2^^1'^2^ - G/2-T2 1 -E/6 < 0 , 
while for -E<T2<-2E/3 we have 
2^^ 1^'^ 2^  - ~^ /2~T2 > -e/2-(-2e/3) = e/6 > 0 . 
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Since is a continuous function, it follows that 
there exists, for each in the neighborhood, ax* such 
t h a t  — <  T *  <  a n d  
B.25 fgfTi,?*) = 0 
This defines a continuous function t* = satisfying 
-e<T2 (tj^) <e. From equation B.23 
B.26 - z / 2 - t - ^  <  f (t j^,T2  (t j^) ) < z / 2 - x ^  
For 2e/3<Tj^<e, we have again that (t^) ) < 0, while for 
-e<Tj^<-2e/3 we have f (T^,T2 (T^^) ) > 0. The continuity of f^ 
therefore implies that there exists a such that -e<Tj^<e and 
B.27 ~ 0 
Thus Tg = and f^ satisfy equations B.19, and furthermore 
lTj^|<e and |T2l<G. 
Lemma B.3 can easily be extended to any finite number of 
variables. Therefore we conclude that solutions 
to equations B.16 exist and are of order e. Thus 
we have proved that the set of equations 3.4.4 admits at least 
one solution vector which is a consistent estimator of the 
true parameter vector. 
